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Oct. 4 may he a half day
By Edmund Mander
Some afternoon classes may
be cancelled on Thursday Oct.
4 for the inauguration of UNH
President Gordon Haaland.
A letter circulated to faculty
members this week gives them
the option to suspend classes
on the afternoon of the
ceremony, according to a
representative of the VicePresident's Academic Affairs
oft1ce.

The inauguration, which
begins in the Field House at
2:30 pm, features speeches by
Governor John Sununu and
Dartmouth President David
McLaughlin, and is open to the
public.
Haaland, who served as
.UNH vice preside.nt under the
last UNH President Evelyn
. Handler, was appointed
· interim president when she left
to

become

nre~ident

of

Brandeis Unive~sity.
He was named president in
May. Beginning his career at
UNH in 1965 as an assistant
professor in the Psychology
Department, Haaland became
a full professor ten years later,
and was department chairman
from 1970 to 1274.
Haaland left UNH in 1975 to
take un_a_p_ost at the Universitv .
CLASS, page 6

Durham police to he sued
By Ken Fish
A 57-year-old Durham man
who was involved in a collision
with a Durham police cruiser ~
Edward Doherty, Director of Career Planning and
two weeks ago while bicycling:
Placement.(Jim Millard photo)
on Madbury Road said
yesterday he plans to sue the
Town of Durham.
William Sipple of Old
Bagdad Road plans to sue for
injuries and damages stemming
from the accident on Sept. 17.
Th~ accident involved
By Jim Millard
student's resumes and select the Sipple, who was riding a yellow
I0-speed Peugeot bicycle, and
The Career Planning and students they will interview.
Placement Office (CPP) will be
The prescreening comes in Durham Police Officer Mark
instituting a resume prescreen- response to the recommenda- Taylor of 121 Durham Rd.,
i ng program for seniors tions of a student senate survey Dover, who was on duty at the
requesting interviews with 4ff on CPP performed last year. time.
Sipple said he will. sue the
companies next spring.
CPP Director Ed Doherty said
The new prescreening '"about 200 companies were police-to recover costs of knee,
program, that will be I queried about participating_in shoulder, back and stomach
injuries and damage to his
implemented on a trial basis,
bicycle resulting from the
will allow employers to look at CAREER, page 4
accident.
Durham Police Chief Paul
Gowen said Taylor, a four year
veteran of the Durham Police
Department, still works for the
department and no charges
were being pressed pending the
outcome of an investigation of
balances at the business office the accident by The New
By Edmund Mander
Hampshire State Police.
Computer breakdowns and this semester.
The state police said no
Students
are having to wait
the processing of hundreds
charges
were forthcoming
more payments than normal eight or more days than usual against SippJ_e.1 ~j!.bg.__
for
payment,
Robert Berry,have delayed the payment of
financial aid , Guaranteed manager of business operations
Student Loans and credit at the business office, said.
, "We're not trying to hurt the
students," Bruce Spencer,
business adminstrator at the
-INSIDEbusiness office, said.
According to Spencer,
students living off campus are
most affected by the delay, but
those having trouble meeting
rent payments or other
expenses have been given
partial payment in advance, by
the business office and through
loans from the Dean of
Students Office.
·
Last semester the business
office handled 3,000 refund
transactions but this semester
there are about 5,700 payments
UN H mens tennis team
due, according to Berry.
upset previously undefeated
The extra work has been
UVM 5-4 Tuesday. See
hampered by repeated
story page 20.
computer shut-downs since the
addition of a new terminal last
Calendar .................. page 5
August, Spencer said.
Notices .................... page 6
"Today the system failed
Editorial ................. page 10
again," said Berry in an
Features ................. page 13
interview yesterday.
Sports ..................... page 20
Under the present

Placement office
plans changes

Computer delays
student rebates

AID: page 18

Trooper Michael Hambrook Pearson, watched Sipple, from
of ~tat~ police . tro<;>p A in their car, cross the street after
Eppm~ 1s t~e o~f1cer m charge the cruiser went by him.
of the mvestig~~i~n. Taylo_r_~_nd_ - Anderson said Pearson saw
the cruiser do a U-turn at the
intersection of Madbury Road
and Garrison Avenue.
Anderson said they then
"I remember lying on the watched the cruiser accelerate
sidewalk barely able to quickly to 35-40 mph with ~its
blue lights on.
breathe when a police
He said the driver then had
officer came up to me and to swerve violently into the left
lane to avoid a small girl
asked why I was (riding) crossing
the street.
"(The driver) careened back
on the sidewalk."
into his lane, up onto ·the
sidewalk, hitting the bicyclist...
with the front passenger door,"
Hambrook were unavailable Anderson said.
Sipple said he was riding on
for comment on the case.
the sidewalk across from Tudor
According to Sipple, at 7:45
Hall when he saw a large black
a.m. on Sept. 17, he was riding
car pull into him.
his bicycle against traffic on
"It didn't matter if I'd used
Madbury Road towards the
my brakes or not, I would have
business district when a
(crashed) anyway,"Sipple said.
Durham police cruiser passed
Anderson said he saw Sipple
by him heading out of the
thrown off his bicycle, into the
business district.
side-view mirror of the police
Sipple said he thought the
cruiser, and fall to the sidewalk.
cruiser passed too close to him,
"I remember lying on the
so he decided to cross the street
sidewalk, barely able to breathe
and ride on the sidewalk.
when a police officer came up
In a written statement to the
state police, UNH student to me anq_ ~~k~d- w_hv I was
Peter Anderson said he and a
frie~d, UNH student Heather
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Jere Chase retires after years of service to · UNH
·,

By Edmund Mander
Wellesley College boasts a
self-effacing president who
exercises her privilege to a
reserved parking spaceappropiately labeled "President's Car"-to chain up her
bicycle. Big Deal; UNH had a
president who would ski four
miles to school over roads
otherwise blocked by blizzards.
Jere Chase, who twice served
as interim president at UNH,
and has just retired from an
eight-year term on the Board of
Trustees, has worked in
"practically every administrative department in . the
university," accordihg to
Arthur Grant, secretary of the
University System of New
Hampshire.
"He's really been the backbone of the-University of New
Hampshire since 1935" Grant
said.
Chase's academic career
didn't end when he graduated
from UNH with a bachelor's
degree in science in 1936. He
went on to earn a master of
education at UNH IO years
later, did graduate work at
Boston University and George
Washington University, and
obtained doctor of law degrees
from New England College in
1963 and UNH in 1969.
When America entered
World War Two, Chase joined
the Air For~_e an<!_was_QOSted to

various Middle-Eastern and the staff at UNH where he was Development director.
tic, always up-beat."
Mediterranean battle zones.
appointed coach of athletics.
Chase served 7 years as
Alexander Amell, professor
By the end of the war, he was ---Since then he has held executive vice president before of chemistry, recalled how
a Colonel, and held the Croix numerous posts in the his appointment as interim Chase strived to start the
de Guerre, the Soldiers Medal, administration, serving as president in 1979, after the madne program at UNH in the
the Legion of Merit, three unit director of placement,admis- resignation of Eugene Mills.
60's, raising funds and
citatioi:is, ~nd nine combat siOJ?S di~ector, hea~ of the
·•He's a superb man to work persisting . when many people
campaign nbbons.
. .
U niversny Exte!lsion and for" said Grant. ··He's always in thou_ght it wouldn't work.
After the wa_r _Chase JOI~~<!_ __ Sum me r__S_e ~fil-O n_.___~ _n_d _ good _humo_!", __~!~ay_s optimis-__ _
"H-e's a very energetic and
enthusiastic person. He has lots
of ideas." Amell said.
Not contmmg his attention
to UNH, Chase takes a very
a ct i v e i-n t e re s t i n N e w
Hampshire's education, and is
a trustee at New England
College, Berwick Academy,
and serves on the New
H~mp,;;hire Roard of Higher
Education. He also helped
found Merrimack Valley
College, and the multi-million
dollar New_England CenteL_
Chase has- undertak n
numerous- professional and
civic duties, including
membership in New Hampshire's General Court in 1959.

UNH administrative 'all-star' Jere Chase receives a bowl to honor his many years of service to the
University.(Dan Splaine photo)

For Chase, retirement trom
the Board of Trustees doesn't
mean retirement. He is
president of two family
businesses, Chase Enterprises
Inc, and R. S. Chase Co~
••Jere is a very special guy"
Grant said.

NEIUS IN BRIEF
Nuclear Test at School

1

Public Service Company of New Hampshire
''PSC) wants to use a Portsmouth school building
as an emergency operations facility for the
Seabrook nuclear station.
The vice president of nuclear production
presented a letter to the school board Monday
night. The letter asked permission to use the Frank
Jones School as a location from which PSC could
assess the impact of a radioactive release beyond
the Seabrook site) immediate boundaries.
PSC would use the school for three days each
month between April and November of next year.
After that it would be used for two days each
month.
The school board tabled· discussion on the
proposal until February, when students will vacate
the building.

P~rk Expa~ding
·1 he owners ot Rockingham Park hope to expand
the facility to include dog racing, Jai Alai and a
convention center.·
Members of Rockingham Venture, which owns
the park, began asking Park employees to sign a
petition Sunday.
The petition, if successful, will put the proposal
on the November town ballot.
In return for supporting the proposal, taxpayers
would receive one half of one percent of the
parimutual pools, according to a Venture
spokesman.
This would allow a drop of $1.50 to $2 in the
town tax rate.

Hospital Sued
A lawsuit filed against Portsmouth Hospital will
be heard October I.
Sandra and Richard Fenlon of Rye filed a
negligence suit against the hospital.
The couple has demanded a total of $15,000,000
from the hospital, Dr. Charles Thayer and Dr. Paul
Driscoll.
. _Mrs. Felon claims she suffered - permanent
m.1ury and scarring in the abdominal area due to the
hospital's negliJ?;ence.

Firefighters Protected
Durham / UNH firefighters will - receive
protective clothing and equipment following last
month's gas leak at Parsons Hall.
The purchase will include voice amplifiers, a
hazardous waste chemical meter and protective
suits.
The entire package will cost approximately
$5,200.
The University will pay the entire cost of the
purchase. The town will not pay its usual share
because the equipment is intended for use in UNH
laboratories.

. Kittery Residents Protest
Pornography
~t Monday night's town council meeting Kittery
residents protested the existence of a health club
that allegedly harbors prostitutes.
One woman was arrested for prostitution at the
Danish Health Club on Bridge Street September
12. The manager was charged with promotion of
prostitution.
The town's attorney will investigate Kittery's
o__bsenity ordinance to see if it applies to the case.

Union Possible in Newmarket
·Portsmouth Cars Towed
Any vehicle in Portsmouth whose owner has ten
unpaid parking tickets or owes more than $150 in
fines may now be towed.
.
Portsmouth City Council approved by a vote of
54 a new ordinance Monday night that makes such
vehicles liable to towing and impoundment.

The Public Employees Labor Relations Board of
Newmarket approved a petition yesterday
alllowing Newmarket town employees to form a
,collective bargaining unit.
The town's Board of Selectmen also voted to
accept the union yesterday.
The town's employees will vote on October 3 on
whether or not to accept the union.

Heroin Bust in Salem

Madbury Teen Hit

A citizen of Pakistan was arrested Tuesday in
Salem in what police claim is New Hampshire's
largest heroin bust.
After arresting Abdul Aziz Malik in his car,
police found almost six ounces of pure heroin in his
house.
A probable cause hearing is scheduled for
October 12 in Salem District Court.

A Madbury teen-ager is in critical condition after
the three-wheeled motorcycle he was riding collided
with . a dump truck.
Vaughn Austin, 16, was riding his vehicle in the
lafolla gravel pits, located in Madbury. He was
crossing one of the roads when the truck came
around a corner and the two collided.
Although it is against lafolla 's rules to ride in the·
pits, no charges are being made.

Beach Restaurants Close Early
Parking in PortsmouthHampton Beach restaurants and convenience
stores must close at I a.m.
Selectmen at Monday night's public hearing
refused to waive the new ordinance.
Previously the ordinance was only in effect
during the summer months. It now extends
throughout the year.

Portsmouth could have a new three-story
parking garage for 650 cars by July 1985.
The City Council voted 6-3 in favor of $5.5
million bond issue to fund it Monday night.
Preliminary designs for the building should be
completed by October 15, according to City
manager Calvin Cannev.
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Language policy
educates campus

As the first set of exams approach, engineering students, Todd Bennett, Paul Doucette and Rick
Stack,(I to r) prepare to start the semester off right.(Frank Consentino photo)

UNH police hire part-timers
By Ken Fish
UNH Public Safety hired
new, part-time officers over the
summer to aid regular officers
during special events.
Major Roger Beaudoin of
UN H Public Safety explained
these duties were covering
events such as football games,
basketball games, Homecoming and school opening and
closing.
_
He said the reasons for hiring
the nine part-time officers were
manpower and economics.
"We're trying to maintain
consistency," Beaudoin said,
referring to Public Safety's
policy of having police from
other towns help the l 9 officerforce, particularly during
school opening and closing.
Beaudoin explained each
police department operates
under its own rules, making
coordination with other
departments difficult.
_H_e_.~~id _economics were alsQ_

another factor in hiring more
officers.
"'We have had to pay
administrative costs ... (to other
departments) if we want to
have them here," Beaudoin
said.
These officers will only be
used "for special duties,"
Beaudoir. said.
Beaudoin stressed the only
difference between the new
officers, including three full
time UNH security officers,
and regular officers· is the new
officers will only work parttime during special events.
Every summer, Beaudoin
said, Public Safety officers
must attend a 40 hour training
session, including the part-time
officers. This training session
reviews New Hampshire
criminal law.
Beaudoin said the procedure
to become a Public Safety
officer means 80 hours of basic
training m law anE_ __!a~

Violence against
women discussed
By Jackie Pelletier
Violence against women is
more the result of attitudes
promoted by society than
mental illness, according to
Pauline B. Bart, a professor of
psychiatry and sociology at the
University of Illinois in
Chicago.
Bart gave the first of the
Women's Studies Seminar
Series yesterday in the MU B.
Bart's presentation, entitled
"Victimization and Its
Discontents, "was based on her
research on rape, pornography,
and incest.
According to Bart, there is
no evidence that rapists are sick
people. However, the surveys
show very often the victim
knew her assailant and the
rapist generally doesn't feel
guilty because of his lack of
sensitivitv to his victim.
A stuly of women who were
raped and those who avoide_d
rape was conducted by Bart.
Her results proved interesting
and somewhat contrary to
popul~~ belief. The women
-- -- -

-

_-a,__-L__

who avoided rape rocuseo
more on not being raped rather
than on not being murdered.
They were angry, fighting back
and yelling as much as they
could. Also, women are less
likely to be depressed if they
tried to fight against their
attacker, knowing that they did
all they could. she said.
Ra pe victims often plead
with their attacker, crying to
make them look helpless. This
"strategy" proved to cause an
attack, ra t her than preventing
it, she said.
6veralC the more strategies
u·seo d unng an attack, the
better chance of escaping.
Bart also discussed
pornography in relation to .
violence and rape. In a study of
responses to "Not a Love
Story," a film about
pornography, 23 percent of
males strongly agreed
pornography has its place in
society, while only five percent
of _J~Il}ales agreed to this.

RAPE, page 9

enforcement, and at least 12
hours of basic firearms
training, whi'ch is reviewed at
least once, if not twice, a year,
to meet New Hampshire
certification__requirements.
"These security officers went
through the same training

GUNS, page 18

By Margaret Consalvi
The non-sexist language
policy at UN H allows students
the chance to complain if
professors' remarks are
offensive and interfere with
students' abilitv to learn in a
classroom. according to Cindy
Leerer Coordinator for the
Women's Commission.
"The policy sets a tone
favoring the inclusion of
women at UNH," Leerer said.
"It encourages the faculty to be·
conscious of sexist language."
According to Cindy Gannett
of the UN H Linguistics
department people don't
realize they use sexist language
until they are asked to contront
the issue.
The non-sexist policy
suggest teachers consider using
alternative words for
traditionally generic terms, and
"expects all faculty and staff
members to a void writing or
making oral presentations in a
manner that reinforces
questionable attitudes and
assumption about people and
sex roles."
According to Leerer the
policy will be . enforced by
department heads. Teachers
won't be monitored during
lectures. ·complaints will be
delivered to the chairperson.
According to Dean Stuart
Palmer of Liberal Arts. No

plan of action for violators has
been formed because the policy
is so new guidelines have not
been distributed.
Donald Wilcox chairperson
of the History department said
he would gather all the facts
and take it from there.
Leerer said. since the main
objective of the policy is to
make faculty more aware of the
language they use, she doubts
violations would be grounds
for firing a teacher.
A verbal warning from the
appropriate department head
was a possible sanction for a
violator of the policy. Leerer
said.
More serious violations of
the policy, judged to be
discriminatory, would be
handled by the University
Judicial System if less formal
a t t e mp t s t o ha n d Ie t h e
violation failed.
According to Leerer, polls
will be distributed in
classrooms to investigate the
classroom climate. They will
asses whether classroom
experience is the same for men
and women students.
The goal of the polls is to see
if both men and women
students can equally participate in classroom discussions
and if they receive equal

SEXIST, page 15

Johnson favors funding boost
"I he University is a Tech
magnet," Johnson said. "The
state will make more of an
Republican New Hampshire' investment here because they
Senatorial candidate Wally get a fabulous return.
Johnson said he favors However, we'll have to keep in
increased funding for UNH mind the state has limited
and, if elected, will probably resources.,.
support the proposed UNH
Manchester campus.
Johnson, a 43-year-old
Johnson, in an interview hard ware store owner from
Wednesday, said he feels Dover, has been endorsed by
UN H's ability to attract high Governor John Sununu.
technology industries to the
region makes money spent at
Johnson said he feels the
UN H a wise investment.
Johnson mentioned two incumbent district 21 senator,
industrial parks, still in the Democrat Leo Lessafd, is
planning stage, which will detriment to the region because
he is not a Republican, the
locate in the Durham area.

By Dan Landrigan

a

party of Sununu and
majority of the Senate.

the

"With a legislature that
meets every other year, the
state is essentially run by the
executive branch," Johnson
said. "If you're not represented
by the team party in office, you
really have to fight for
attention."

"Politicians," said Johnson,
"have concentrated too much
on Seabrook during this
campaign, and not enough on
education."

"We have to get back to
teaching the basics," said
~Johnson, who's the husband of
an elementary teacher. "If you
gave fourth graders a fourth
grade education , you'd take
care of most of the problems in
high chool because most of the
· problems in high school come
from students with less than a
fourth grade education," he
said.

Johnson said he had no plans
to accept a challenge from
Lessard to debate on local
radio stations, induding
WUNH.

Republican Wally Johnson who is challenging State Senator
Leo Lessard for his District 21 seat.(Dan Landrigan photo)

"We're looking for
something more like a forum
than a debate," Johnson said.
"I'm not afraid to debate Leo,
but it's onl5' natural that he'd
know more about state
government, its been his hobby
for the last 10 years."
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Science needs a human touch
By Amy Just
Humanists and scientists
should work together to solve
the problems of overpopulation, food production
and resource management,
according to biology professor
Earl D. Hanson.
Hanson. a professor from
Wesleyan University, presented a talk yesterday at the UNH
library entitled, "Myths and
Paradigms: The interaction of
Humanists and Scientists."
Hanson is primarily
interested in science and
society's problems, with special
concern for the ways humanists
and scientists must interact to

Patrons of The Common Market spend the afternoon in the
sunshine.(Frank Consentino photo)

humans use all the time: · constantly producing knowcultural myths and scientific ledge in this area. but millions
paradigms.
of people are suffering from
Scientists attack the world's malnutrition today."
problems forming paradigms
"'We must put our
based on "universal laws" ta cognitional resources together
solve the problems, Hanson with our priorities and find
said.
solutions," he stressed.
Humanists use time tested
Hanson explained he
cultural truths to form the believed myths and paradigms
myths which they support to often reach the same end
solve a certain problem, he through parallel means.
said.
Using the example of
"'What we know, and what nutrition, he said people
we need to know are out of naturally eat things that make
phase with each other,"he sa_id. them feel healthy and this is an
"In a way, universities are not example of the application of a
made to deal with these major myth.
problems. We know enormous
However, the understanding
deal effectively with a variety of
amount.s on these subjects, but
of why certain foods lead to
problems.
things are still going wrong."
good health by weighing the
With an audience of
Hanson chose the example values of vitamins and
approximately 80 faculty, staff of food production. "With this nutrients is a paradigm, he said.
and students, he began his talk one topic alone, there are such
Hanson suggested science
after a brief introduction bv a factors, as the economics of should be taught relating the
UNH faculty member.
distribution, ideological facts with the myth to reach a
According to Hanson, there factors, and government conclusion that can be applied
are two major modes of concerns that must be taken in society.
exp Ian~ t or y ~ct b' i t_i~ s we - i n t o _ a c c o u n. t ~ W e a r e

--CAREER( continued from page I)

Introducing The Fastest
Way To Get Cash On Campus.
Indian Head 24.
Now you can do
your banking right
on campus-any
time you want*-at
the Indian Head 24
/1 ATM located in the
· " UNH Memorial
Union Building.

No More Waiting
For Money.
With Indian Head 24,
you can have instant access to
your money without leaving campus.
You can also make deposits, balance
inquiries and transfer money from
one account to another.

Bank Anywhere.
Indian Head 24 is a member of
the POCKETBANK™ network so
you:<;an use your Indian Head Card

in any POCKETBANK ATM
throughout the state-24 hours a
day, seven days a week. And if you
-already have a POCKETBANK card
issued from another bank, you can
still use the Indian Head 24 ATM on
the UNH campus to make balance
inquiries and cash withdrawals.

Pass The Crash Course On Cash.
To apply for the Indian Head 24
Card, all you have to do is open
either a checking, NOW or state,
ment savings account at any Indian
Head branch. It's that easy.
*Ayailable only during Memorial Union
Building hours.

~

INDIAN HEAD BANK -

Growing easier for you.
Member FDIC.

I an experimental prescreening
program, about 20 percent
responded positively."
Doherty opposes prescreening because he feels it could cut
out some students who aren't
"the cream of the crop".
"I am opposed to prescreening because my 18 years of
experience have shown me that
employers look for the same
qualities. One of the highest is
G.P.A. and another is the
appropriateness of senior
projects, summer jobs and
part-time jobs. Not all students
h£\Ve the opportunity to work
in their chosen field during the
summer," he said.
The present system is entirely
_first come, first serve, first
choice . Students line up on
Monday mornings in order to
secure the interviews they want.
Each student who registers
with CPP receives IO priority
interviews.
If a student signs up for an
interview on Monday then it is
considered one of his IO first
choice interviews.
If a student chooses not to
use a first choice for an
interview he must wait until
Tuesday or Wednesday and
hope an interview is still
available.
Doherty sees this as a better
system because the choice of
interviews is up to the students.
Pres~reening leaves the
choice up to fhe companies not
the students, according to
Doherty.
Stressing he wants to make
the system work to the
advantage of everyone
involved, Doherty said
"Second semester will give us a
good opportunity to see how it
(prescreening) works out. I
hope it does."
Students interested in
interviewing with those
companies participating in the
experimental process will
submit their resumes to CPP.
The resumes will be
forwarded to the proper
companies. The companies will
then send a list of students they
are interested in seeing to CPP
who will post the list. Only
students on the list can have an
interview with that comoanv.
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Cons truct ion starts mino r fire ·
He said the fire activated a
fire alarm, alerting the fire
Constructio n workers
department.
' accidentally ignited a small fire
"The people there put (the
in the Service Building last
Monday, resulting in minor fire) out with fire extinguishers
there (in the Service Building),"
damage to the wooden floor.
Laroche said.
Deputy Fire Chief Roland
According to Laroche, the
Laroche of the UN H Durham
small fire burned a hole in the
Fire Department said UNH
employees were welding a six floor ten-inches in diameter and
inch heating pipe for the new two inches deep.
.. When firefighters arrived,
fire station when sparks from
the welding landed on the they tore up the surrounding
wooden floo!:_ ancfstarted fire~ - floor-boards an4-P-our:_ed water

By Ken Fish

a

into the hole to ·put out any
smoldering embers still left," he
said.
Executive Director of
Faci I it ies Services Patrich
Miller said he didn't think there
was any significant damage
done.
"There was very little
damage and that was patched
up quickly ," Miller said.
Miller did not have a damage
estimate of the fire.
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CALEIDAR
FRIDAY, September 28
GOLF: Men vs. Bowdoin. Merrimack and St. Anselm's
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: "Preventi·ve Approaches to the
Control of Cancer." A research scientist will discuss the disease
process of a premise for understanding cancer research. Berkshire
Room. NEC 8 p.m.

SATURDAY, September 29
SEACOAST WRITERS' CONFERENCE: Two novelists will hf?
featured speakers: Martin Parker and Christopher Keane. MU B.
8: 15 a.m. For more information. contact DCE. 862-2015.
SOCCER : Men vs . Yale (tentative). BrackeJ t Field. 2 p.m.
NICHE COFFEEHOUSE : featuring Robert Loechler on the
hammer dulcimer-refreshm ents sold, board games available.
Quiet. friendly atmosphere. Everyone welcome! Room 7L Devine
Rec Room. 8 p.m .-midnight. ·
-

Accid ent injur es bicyc list

SUNDAY, September 30

By Dave Orlando

Mia Slotnick, a recent UNH

according to police.
No charges have been
brought against either woman.
However, the incident is still
under investigation, according
to Durham Police__ § _!:!pe__r:_vi~__9r

A lm.: al woman wa~ ueaLel.l gu1duatc wit.:, t1·avclling wc:5t on
Maine Street near New
for minor injuries and released
from Wentworth Douglas Hampshire Hall _and Edge- Hospital Monday afternoon wood Road when her bicycle
collided with a car, also headed
· after her bicvcle and an
west, driven by Janice Hastings
automobile collided · on Main
Street.
_ of tv1adb1:1JY_Jioad, _pu_!h_am, _ BIKE, page 6

M USO. Film: "A Jl,,fon and

9:30 p.m.

,1

~' o mall." ~ llafford

Room. M lJ B. 7 &.

MONDAY, October l
LEC:TlJ RE: "~he Peace Issue in the 1984 Elections."to be given by
Sanlord Gottlieb. Executive Director of United Campuses to
Prevent Nuclear War. Formerly Executi ve Director of SANE.
Parsons Hall. 8 p. m.
·

TUESDAY, October 2
.SOCCER: Men vs. Ba bso n. Brackett Field . J p.m.

GET SOM£ CVL TVR£!!!

The Urban Visions/C ountrysid e art
show can be seen at the Paul Creative
Arts Gallery until Oc"tober 24.

The show includes 40 works from New England
Galleries that ''juxtapose the city against the
country."
Kathleen Sullivan (I) and Nancy Morelli take time out to enjoy ice cream in front of the MUB as fall
sets in.( Charles Smith photo)
-

CONT ACT LENS
SPE-C IALIST S
-Largest selection of contact lenses in
area
-Same day service on most soft lenses
-Eye examinatio ns
-In office l ab for complete optical
service
-Large selection of frames
-Vuarnet Sunglasse s

Drs. Alie & Menard
Opt~me trists

CIC
47 6 Centra l A ve , Dover, N.H
742- 57 19
Dover Hou rs: M on ., Thur s . Fr i. 9 -5
Tues 9 -6 W eds . and Sat. 9- 1 2

RUNAWAY
BEST SELLER.
Etonic running shoes are designed
with innovative features for comfort, support, and durability. So
whether you race seriously or run
for fun, catch the new E tonic shoes.
Before they run out.

EB
Jenkins Court , Durham , N.H.
86 8- 101 2
Du rha m Hou rs ·
M on ., Tues, Th urs , Fr i. 9 . 5

Broadway
Dover, N.H.

M-F

SAT.

SUN. 7

9:30-9

9-5:30

12-5

•

fAGE .SIX .
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NOTICES

,....-----BIKE-----•
( continued from page 5)

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION

MEN'S INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY
R'OSTER DUE: Sponsored by Department of
Recreational Sports Department. Rosters due
Monday. October I, Room 15 L Field House.
Blank rosters in Room 151. Field House.
Equipment needed: Hockey sticks. shin guards.·
mo"uthpiece and elbow pads. Equipment provided:
Goal tender's gear ar:id helmets for those needing
one. Games begin Monday, October 8.
CO-REC BOWLING ROSTERS DUE:
Sponsored by Department of Recreational Sports
Department. Two men and two women comprise a
team. please have subs. Games begin Monday,
October 8 in Games Room, MU B. Call 862-203 I
for more information.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

UNIVE-RSITY FOLK CLUB RECEPTION: To
welcome newcomers to the U nivcrsity community
and to greet and meet with present members.
Tuesday, October 2, President's House. I p.m.
HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: Open to any
students interested in horses and horse-related
activities. No horse exerience is necessary. New
members welcome anytime. ·Tuesdays, October 2.
Room 214. Hamilton Smith, 6 p.m. ·
ALPHA ZETA MANDATORY MEETING:
Tuesday, October 2, Notch Room. Memorial
Union, 6 p.m.
UNH JUGGLING CLUB OPEN HOUSE: All .
students and community welcome. Wednesday,
October 3, Memorial Union, 7 to 11 p.m.
KAFFESTUNDE: Sponsored by German Club
Gruppe 80. Enjoy coffee and snacks while learning
conversational German. Tuesdays, October 2.
Room 10, Murk land, 12:30 to I :30 p.m.
FRENCH CLUB LUNCH TABLE: Eat lunch
while speaking French with professors, students
and anyone else interested. Monday. October I.
PUB, Memorial Union, noon.
UNH SHOTO KAN KARATE CLUB: Sponsored
by Department of Recreational Sports
Department. Training times: Monday, Tuesday,·
Wednesday. Thursday, 6 to 7:30 a.m. at New
Hampshire Hall. Call Rec Sports, 862-2031 for
more information.

WHITEWATER KENNEBEC RAFT TRIP:
Spon-;ord by NH Outing Club. Friday. October 5
to Sunday. October 7. Sign up outside NH Outing
Club office. Room 129. Memorial Union.

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a no~inal fee arc listed
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or ·
stop by Room 2E. Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses arc
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
BEGINNING MSDOS: Course teaches the basics
of the M_~_DOS 16-bit operating system. Course is
not specd1c to a particular application or setting,
but covers those features and facilities available on
a . typical r:nicroc_omputcr using this operating
system and its denvat1vcs. PCDOS ( I BM,PC) and
2D08_ (Zenith).
Prcrcqu1s1te: microcomputer
operating system. Wcdnesdav. October 3 from 2 to
4 p.m. Fee is $3.
•

HEALTH
BACK SCHOOL: Learn ~1 bout the factors vou can
control to reduce low back pain: diet. ·weight.
stress. exercise and posture. Tuesday. October 2 to
Friday. October 5, Conference Room. Health
Services, 10 to 11 a.m.
STRESS MANAGEMENT SERIES: Sponsored
by Health Services. Learn to identify the stressors
in your life. recognize signs and symptoms of
stress. and learn useful management techniques for
handling stress. Mondays, October I and 8.
Conference Room, Health Services, 2 to 4 p.m.

"GENERAL
NUTRITIONAL ASSESSMENT AND
COUNSELING SERVICE: Provides a cgmplctc
nutritional assessment of dietary habits.
Counseling provided for nutritional needs and
problems to maintain health and fitness. Call 862.1704 for additional information.
UNH FOOD COOPERATIVE: Open to all.
Membership fee i~ $5. Good selection of cheeses.
grains. baking supplies and herbs. Mondays and
Thursdays. Room 14A, Hubbard. 4 to 6 p.m.
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Sponsored by Campus
Cnisade for Christ. Tuesday. October 2. Rooms
204 and 206, Horton Social Science. 7 p.m.

---------HAALAND-------~

Michael Golding.
The speed limit on Main
Street is 30 mph, the minimum
for a state maintained road,
according to New Hampshire
Highway Traffic Division
Spokesman Frank Lynn.
An engineer's study
proving !he hig~ volume of

pedestrian and bicycle traffic
on Main Street is a hazard
would be needed to lower the
speed limit, Lynn said.
The town would have to take
over the care of the road to
lower the speed limit without
such a study, he.said.

------aCLASS----<continued from page I)

of'Ma1ne:and returned in 1979
as vice-president.
The maior address at th~
inauguration will be given by
University of Minnesota
President C. Peter Magrath,
who graduated from UNH in
1955.
Presiding over the largest

student campus in the Unftecl
States, Ma_grath was named ~y
Timo magazine in 1974 as one
of ·•200 leaders of the future."
Magrath's address will be
entitled ""Educational
Excellence: A Land-Grant
Tradition, A Land-Grant
Challenge.,.

·1 he '.\L'\\ llamp..,hirc ( l 1 SPS 379-2XO) i,puhli..,hcd ;1nd di..,trihuted '-L'mi,,cdh throu1.d1011t the :1L·ademic \car. Our office" arc located in Room 151
ol the- Mem!;rial l ;nion Building. l 1 '.\II. Durham. :\.II. OJX2-l. Bu..,inc""
Ollicc hour": Monda~ - l·rida> 10 AM-2 PM .. Academic >L':11 '-ll0'-cription:
S.20.00. Thi rd cla"" po..,tage paid at Durham. l\ 11 OJX24. Ad, nt i"n" .._lwul<I
chL-ck their atb the lir"t day. The l\L'\\ Hamp..,hin: ,,ill in no Gl'-l' he
re..,pon..,ihk for typographical orothncrrnr'-. hut \\ill reprint that part olan
athnti..,emrnt in \\ hich a typographical crrnr appear'-. ii notified
immediate!\. Pos·, MAs·1 FR: send ;1ddre\S chan!.!l'\ to lhc i\,·11
lla11111,J,irc: I 5 I Ml I B. l I l\ H. Durham. l\ H. 03824. 11.()00 co pie" per i-. ... ue
nrinted hy .Journal ·1 rihune. Biddeford Maine.

·:::-:r,:..:.•,;uc
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PART TIME DELIVERY PEOPLE Must have vehicle.
Needed for afternoons.
$4.00 plus transportation allowance. Call the
PORTSMOUTH HERALD at 436-1800 and ask for Mr.
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incorporate computers in the women de~erved to be on equal
class room. $13 million was - salary level with men. He said
req·uested .f01=._ class_ room an operating budget of $353.8
computer aids. A $3.1 million million was passed and brings
A T &T agreement to install salaries closer to the average.
digital voice and data systems
was signed recently.
Haaland also spoke of
facul_!y~~ laries. __ He saic!_ ___

I
❖

............ ··················...·········•········•·········•··•·····••••··· ······

Mandatory Meeting for all Members

THE WHITTEMORE _SCHOOL
is acceptin~ intercolle~e transfers between Sept 24 and Oct 4., 1984

Information and applications are available at the group
meetings scheduled:

mondaus 2-2:30 -Pm 1mcc 3181
Tuasdaus 4:30-5 Pm 1mcc 3081
Wednasdaus.3-3:30_Pm 1mcc 3181
Thursdaus 2-2:30 Pm 1mcc 3181
For further information,
please stop in the Advising office
McC 120 or call 862-3885.

of

ALPHA ZETA

Tues. Oct. 2, 6 p.m. Notch Rm. MUB
if you can't make it, contact your scribe
at 868-5955

-STICK PRACTICEMON-FRt
11:30 am-1:00 pm
$2.50

-PUBLIC SKATINGMON-rHuR-10.-00-11.-30 am
FRl-1:00-2:30 pm
SUN-2:00-3:30 pm
SIGN-UP NOW!

-JUNIOR 'B' TRYOUTS
(19 OR YOUNGER -AS OF AUG. 31st).

DOVER ICE ARENA
110 PORTLAND AVE
DOVER- 742-5463

I

n. ",.; .«::;. Y,,

( continued from page 7)
months to develop cooperative
relationships ..
Haaland said he was
committed to increasing
financial aid resourses. UNH
received $8.4 million for
student aid, an increase of I0
percent for the biennium.
Haaland is tr~ing to

t

§~
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Haalan d is optimi stic at annual faculty lunche on
By Margaret Consalvi
Granite State Room of the
In a decade UNH will be the MUB.
finest small public university in
Haaland plans to improve
the nation, according to the grounds at UN H and
President Gordon Haaland.
·"continue the tradition of
Haaland addressed staff at strong academic programs."
the first annual faculty meeting
Haaland wants the UniverTuesday afternoon in the sity to look "clean, neat, and

asthetically pleasing."
$30 million worth of
construction is planned for
improving or adding to the
physical plan of UNH. Over$5
million has already been
invested.
"The environment is a major
recruiting tool," he sa~id.
Haaland expressed concern

will be an estimated 30 percent
decrease in the 18 year old
population. Traditional
students will decrease but nontraditional adult students will
be returning.
Haaland said he wanted to
renew concern for students. He
encouraged faculty to expand
contact with students out of

class.
"Students are faced with
complex choices and need your
help," he said.
Haaland will meet with
students, faculty, government
leaders, and members of the
community within the next few

HAALAND, page 6

Muso film series presents ....

Sunday.
Se pt. 30th
Strafford Room
In the MUB
Shows at 7 & 9:30
$1 .00-Students
$2.00-Non-st udents

A MA,N AND A WOMAN

iltoring romantic drama aluiut a young widow and widower
u~ho fall in lore; One of the I 960's most popular lor,J stories,
tha nh·s to a 11 i nt,Jlligei,t .-.cri pt, wi 11 ning pnJorma nces,
i111ioratfr,J diredion and ,·amera worh·. Oscar wi1111,Jr.for best
.foreign film, be.-.t original .-.cnJfJll p_lay.
UNH President Gordon Haaland addressed the Faculty at a
luncheon , Tuesday in the Granite State Room of the
MUB.(Frank Consentino photo)
,,

.J1

MVSOA RTS &
l£CTVR £S
,

'

-CO OL AID "Someon e to Talk to"
862-2293
6 p.m.-midn ight

anywhere in New Hampshir e
800-582-7341

or "Drop-In"
Basement Schofield House

TuecSday, October 9th, 1984
Granite <Btate Qoom, MUB at 8 pm.
Mr. ~kCchcc. 'l:'j -_vcttr ,·clcrn11 l'I I he CIA <111d :\111 h(,r l,I
Dl·ttdl_v lkl·cil \.i, 111c\.il.'fll !-., t111 <111ll1!Jil\~~rt1phirnl jl--i11111c_v
llll'l'll~h hi\.; yct1r\.i ,xilh lhc (..'I;\ .i11d i\.i prqx11cd ll1 \.ij'll.'t1k
ttf A--i11I \\ l ,rkl -widc ( 'L\ l"l"l'rnl il'lfl\.i. n11rcnl dl.'Yl.'k 'J)llll.'111 \.i
i11 Cl'fll ml ,\111cril't1 t111d I l1 drt1\\ 11t1rt1llcl \.i IJl'I ,x cco \'icl 11t1111
dlld ( 'c11I '"' ,\111nil·t1.

0l_udcnls: $3.00
Non-studcnls- $4.00
,1-icllch kx ,I-ii udcnLl-i hlHrl 0crt.

Ticket
27
Tickclh llX non-hi udcnlh Hvclilclblc Oct. 2
I
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Non-traditional center opens
By Ed Garland
UNH is not just for 18-year
olds. That's the motto of
Underwood House, the nontraditional student's center on
campus.
"The Underwood House is a
plac~ that provides a variety of
services to non-traditional
students," said coordinator ~
Barbara Jones at an open
house Tuesday, "We're here to
help t_hat pe_rson who is getting
back tn!Q t~ademically."

NH Printworlls

Cynthia Shar. who along
Underwood- House hosts a
variety of programs such as with Janet Tucker of the
Writing Workshops, a Division of Continuing
career/ life planning support Education and Martha Byam.
group, financial aid work- assistant dean of students, have
shops, and a peer support spent the last five years getting
the program off the ground. .
network.
"We've received money for '
"Five of the six members of
the student staff are non- furnishings from the Alumni
traditional students. They Center's Undcsignated Gift
know the ropes and are a great - Fund, "said Shar, "This is our
resource for other non- second y~~~ the house isn't
tr~ditional students," Jones
sat~ _- - - - - - - - __ UNDERWOOD, page 15

Hats, totes, qolf shirts, sweatshirt
Bu s i1wsses. clubs, organizations
IVl ,1n v styles available
N(, n 1·de r too smnll
Long sleeve T-shirts
with sleeve printing

,

431-8319

31 31 Layfayette Road
Portsmouth, NH 03824

MUB Cafeteria•
SALAD .BAR
Make-y our-own munchy,
crunchy salad for
only $1.00
Try our daily soup
specials
and
Chili (Just the way
you like it, hot!)
M-F 11:00 a.m.-1:30

_;.~a~~~~---:::;:::~~rJ;~~~~;-.::~~id.~~~
Tammy Burkhead,()) talks over classes with Underwood House staff member Keith
Lombard.( Charles Smith photo)

'

,,

EXPOSE YOURSELF
to

muso

PHOTOSCHOOL
AND DARKROOMS!

Classes begin· October 8 in Basic
and Advanced photography. Darkrooms
are also available for use .

.---------REGISTRATION-• Begin Sept. 17th-Oct. 5th
•$35.00 Photoschool (includes darkroom use)
•$25.00 Darkroom
-• Register in the MU SO office Room 148 of the MU B

FDR fflDRE
IIFDRfflATIDn CALL
--112-1485
ASK FDR non -EVA
or

TDfflASEn fflADDEn
DON'T WAIT SIGN UP now

University- of New Hampshire
sponsors

THE POLISH
PHOENIX
1000 YEARS OF HISTORY & CULTURE
presented by The University of Pittsburgh
Tuesday, October 2, 1984
7:30 P.M.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union Bldg.

Sponsors:
International Perspective Program
Associated Academic Programs in Leningrad
College of Liberal Arts
Dean of Students Office
Free .\dmi~ion
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~-------------- -RAPE------- --------<continued from page 3)

Similarly, 16 percent of males,
as opposed to 35 percent of
females, strongly agreed some
of the increase in the rate of
rape can be attributed to
pornography.
.. Pornography doesn't
reduce rape, even though it

may be used as a release of
sexual fantasies. Pornography
influences people in many
ways, whether or not they
realize it," Bart saicl.
Incest is mostly viewed as a
disgusting social problem, she
said. _l!_aruaid __fill~ disag~ee~ _

with an article in The New
York Times that claimed
unemployment was the reason
for incest.
According to the article, men
become demoralized for having
no job, so they seek status and
power elsew~~_!"e.:_]'hus, th~y

find it in the sexual harassment
of their children.
As crazy as this may seem, it
may be true, she said. However,
Bart gave no outcomes on
surveys done on incest. She did
stress that "all violence against
women and children are

interrelated."
Next Thursday, .. Live Free·
and Laugh: Being an Artist in
New Hampshire," will be
conducted by Jane Kaufman in
the Hillsbo,rough-~__!!_lJivan __
Room of the MU B.

----------------- ---SUIT------- ----------(continued from page I)

( riding) on the sidewalk," ilrrived - and put Sipple on a
Sipple sai~.
backb-oard and put his left knee
Accordmg to Anderson, the in a splint. Sipple said he was
Durham Amh11l;::ince_____Corns - transported _1o__Portsmouth

Hospital for examination and himself since he could not
treatment.
contact his personal physician,
He said soon after he arrived Dr. Frank Graf of Court
at th~____h_p~p_i!_al, _ h~ r_e_l~_ased- Street,_ Portsmouth._

Anderson said he was
••astounded a policeman would
drive so recklessly as to
endanger a pedestrian and hit a
bicyclist."

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - M A R O JS......- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - <continued from

basketball and break away for the ball so well because of her
a layup. It's done with such . incredible grip strength."
quickness and ease, it leaves the
Marois also can instill fear in
fans standing in amazement the defender on penalty
and opponents shaking their corners. She has been
heads.
instrumental on penalty
Says Didio. ••Any strong corners this season after filling
•defensive player must be able to in for an injured teammate.
master the techniques and have
As a penalty corner hitter,
physical assets as well as Marois says, .. I try to
strength. Barb has both. She is concentrate and get the ball
so strong and she's able to hit first and then make the shot.

n.-

page 19)
We have a lot of different plays
and I may have to make
changes or adjust, like pass it
off or fake around a defender."
Marois did just that in a
recent game against Maine.
For her second goal of the day,
she settled the ball at the top of
the circle, faked around a

-------FOOTBA LL------for 264 yards and a pair . of
touchdowns. His favorite
targets besides Garron have
been Sam Teevens, who has
five catches for 81 yards and
David Orr, who has seven
receptions for 76 yards. Look
for these two to become a
factor in tomorrow's game.
One strength for the
Wildcats that may have gone
unl!.~ticed by most observers so

sl1wortl1 Hotel
is looking to fill the
following full or
part-time positions:

·Tn give the Olympics a shot
defender and · hit the ball with
such force, the echo resounded if there's a chance," she says
across the field.
cautiously.
Whatever her decision,
For Marois, the future is
uncertain. She would like to Marois is certain to have a
stick to her major and teach bright future. ••1 have only
adapted physical eduction as positive things to say about
well as continue to play field Barb," Didio says. ..She's
· outstandi~g."
hockey and attend camps.
(continued from page 20)
far has been the play of the
special teams. UNH has held its
opponents to just over four
yards per punt return, wi,th a
long of nine yards, while
UNH's Dave Wissman has
returned punts for an average
of 11.8 yards, with a long of 38
yards.
Some teams, especially
Maine in the season opener,
~ealizing the explosiveness of

Garron as a kick-off returner,
have kicked away from him this
year. However, the times he has
got his hands on the ball he has
returned it for an average of
37 .3 yards, including a 67yarder against Lafayette.
If the Wildcats play up to
their capabilities their recent
success with the Big Green
should continue tomorrow.

U.S.News & World Report presents

Metamo hosis

Waiters
Waitresses
Cooks
Maintenance
Front Desk
Part-Time Night Auditor

..

~

'

------==

/'7/_.--./

.

~

Apply anytime at 295 Ocean Boulevard, Hampton
or call 926-6762 and ask for Jim .

/

fflatchtna Your Skills
and Abllltas
To Mators and careers
Mon., Oct. 1
6:00-7:30 p.m.
Hanover Room

MUB

Proaram sooilsored bi,
career Plannlna I Placement
service

. . .or, ''.How to make a smooth transition from backpack to briefcase."
You'll never lose touch with the outside world when you read U.S.News.
Get straight to the heart of the news that matters with late-breaking up-·
dates from around the world ... expert analyses on politics; business and
the economy . . . forward-looking reports on trends that are shaping
America's job market, the way we live, your future.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out and send in the
coupon below.

1-

------------------------------------------------Money-saving
Student Coupon

D YES, send me 25 weeks of

U.S.News & World Report for only
$9.88. I'll save 50% off the regular subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price. □ Payment enclosed □ Bill me
Name _______________________ ______
School Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address ___________________,.
City/State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Mail coupon to:
U.S.News & World Report
"'_1;. . ...
2400 N St., N.W. Room 416
Washington, D.C. 20037
Listen for the News Blimp on WUNH Brought to you by U.S.News & World Report:

u.s.News
· .1

:~ ,,..) .

•
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Editorial
Reagan _arid Gromyko
President Reagan will meet today with
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko.
They are likely to discuss arms control and
U .S.-Soviet relations in general, with the
concentration coming on the possibility of a
1985 summit meeting between the leaders of
the two nations. At last Mr. Reagan has agreed .
to talk . The reas:on for this: ii.~'- mnch to i.often

voters for the upcoming election as to create a
basis for relations with the Soviets should he be
reelected.
The problem with this meeting is that it is
three years foo late in coming. Reagan has little
power to bargain at this time because the

is ready to draw the firm line he has talked all
along. He must study Gromyko's long history
of shrewd diplomatic tactics and realize the
position that Gromyko has ass;med in the
Soviet Government because of the repeated
failing health of the recent Soviet leader. In
light of this development it could almost be
assumed that Reagan is dealing with the most
sound high level diplomat the Soviets currently
have.
·
Whatever the reasons for this meeting it is
imperative that their importance be neither
overshadowed nor over inflated,just observed
carefully.

Soviets are wa1tmg for the outcome of the
upcoming election. In this instance Gromyko
has shown himself to be a sly and skilled
politician. By arranging to meet with Mondale
during the same trip Gromyko is covering all
the bases.
In one sense this shows the Soviets are more
eager to talk than the U.S. presently is. If the
Soviets did not want to arrange a future
summit why would they waste their time in
talks with one of the darkest of dark horse
candidates to make a run at the White House in
a long time?
President Reagan should make sure that he

The hazards of bicycling
The time has come for you all to he warned.
The Durham police are ·on a campaign to
. protect bicycle riders from their worst enemies.
Themselves.
. Bicyclists· are being ticketed for offenses
such as riding the wrong way on a one way
street and not having lights on their bikes at
night. It is important to realize several things
from the start when considering the ticketing
procedures in Durham.

now is the rate for offenses. Currently if you
are riding after dark without a light you face a
$22 fine. You can buy a generator light
assembly for approximately $15 to $25 and
avoid several costly tickets.
According to Supervisor McGann of the
Durham Police all fines are established by the
town clerk and the Durham District Judge.
The best way to avoid all of the hassle and

expense of tickets is if you imagine you are
driving a car. 'Bicycles are required by law to
obey the same laws as automobiles. If you have
no experience with_ driving a car, stay off the
road until you have learned the rules .
It is also the duty of the Durham police to
protect the people on bicycles from those
operating automobiles. Many people fail to
use airectional signals or change their minds
on the spur of the moment, swerving to make a
corner. If they are not aware of bieycles on the
road this poses a serious hazard, Many
motorists ope rat~ their vehicles as if they have
exclusive rights to the paved portions of the
town. The Durham police should be equally
zealous about ticketing these offenders. After
all, if a bicyclist is operating in violation of the
law, chances are they are only risking their own
lives, but if car drivers are not paying attention
to bicycles, they are threatening every cyclist
they come in contact with.

First of all there is an unusually high volume
of bike traffic in Durha·m and it is the job of the
police to protect the common good. If left to
ride anywhere, any way, there is a good chance
the number of bike accidents could rise
dramatically. Secondly, the revenue that these
tickets bring into the town offices is more than
welcome.
. The problem with the ticketing as it ·stands

Police training
The UNH Department of Public Safety is a body of law enforcement
officials - empowered with the same legal authority as -their Durham
counterparts. The UN H Pubfic Safety officer receives 92 hours of training
as compared with IO weeks for the Durham officers. Why then are these ·
officers given the same authority?
Why are they given firearms similar to those issued to the more highiy
trained squad? 1-s it right for the officials of the University to employ a squad
to protect the community of l0,000 that is not even trained well enough, by
New Hampshire standards, to protect the surrounding town of 4,000? It
seems to defy logic.
What portton of the training period is left out for the University officers
that is so necessary for the Durham officers to have? They must surely come
across the same type of confrontations and difficult situations on both
squads; they protect the same community. ·
Hopefully the part of the training omitted for the Public Safety
department is only in the area of investigatory technique. It would be a
shame to think that either the University officers are undertrained or the
town police are put to a rigorous test that is unnecessary.
. It might be worth the effort to investigate the feasibility of combining the
UNH squad with the Durham Police and_creating a department much like
the current UN H/ Durham Fire Department. Thus we would have one set
of records, one set of police with adequate training a·nd, in all likelihood, a
less costly administrative body.
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University Forum
Challenges to the Peace Movement
By Pasca_~ Molineaux
The International Peace Movement,
continuously growing in numbers and scope, is also
undergoing profound changes as more scientists,
professors, businessmen and women join its ranks.
By incorporating environmentalists and those
concerned with the continued degradation of living
conditions in the Third World, it is rapidly
becoming one of the . most far-reaching and
visionary movements in this century. In the face of
growing thre-::it, of nucle~H holoc::111,t. the- re-le-ntle-,,

degradation of the environment, the diminishing
resources and a swelling world population where
the hungry, illiterate, and left-outs form the vast
majority, the peace movement is becoming a
stronger and stronger voice for a new beginning, a
new approach to all these interlinked problems. It is
a sign of hope for millions. The peace movement in
the West has high hop·es and confidence in what
democracy really means, the peace activists in the
East are working at bringing changes within their
countries, and the peace movement (rapidly
growing) in the Third World has high hopes in
bringing change within the countries it represents
and in new, fair relationships between the
developed and underdeveloped worlds. Whereas
governments around the world ask for more
soldiers, arms, missiles, airplanes, submarines, to
the tune of $900 billion (last year). to "orotect" their
"vital interests," voices of hope and concern
clamouring with vigour:
I. Beyond a certain point, which we have long
_ passed, more arms only increase the insecurity of all
nations. Haven't we reached a stage where enough
is enough? Where enough is already too much? As
A. Myrdal, Swedish disarmament minister in the
1970's, explains: "What makes the arms. race a
global folly is that all countries are now buying
greater and greater insecurity at higher and higher
costs." One could justifiab1y question the
rationality of those wanting more explosives on this
earth than the equivalent of 3 tons of TNT per
person. The present situation sadly brings to mind

the following analogy: "Two boys standing in a tub
filled with gasoline, one feels better off because he
has 20 matches, whereas the other boy only has 18."
Why should 17,000 more warheads, above the
50,000 the superpowers already share, buy us more
security? Einstein once said: "The· belief that it is
possible to achieve security through armaments on
a national scale is, - in present state of military
technology, a disastrous illusion." He said this in
1950. What would he say in 1984? He would
probably be numb.
2. The arms race is very quickly reaching a stage
where verification may become virtually impossible
(The cruise missile can fly at low altitudes,
undetectable via radar systems, and may be easily
hidden due to its small s.ize), qnd where the little
trust there is might be c_ompletely gone. The
probability of war "by accident" through a false
alert would be greatly increased because of the
reduced warning times (a Pershing II will take six
minutes to fly to Moscow, an SS-20 will take six
minutes to reach Paris). Something must be done
very shortly before it is too late, before we bury
ourselves and the rest of the world community into
a vicious spiral that can only breedforther tensions,
greater animosity and lesser understanding. As
Dr.H.Caldicott said: " ... we are racing like
lemmings to Mutually Assured Destruction
(MAD). Someone must make the first move away
from death, toward life. Do we have anything to
lose? We a-re doomed if we don't, but we may save
the human race if we do."
3. The costs of the global arms race are reaching
astronomic proportions and are promis~d to
continue growing rapidly. The US budget for FY
1985 provides almost $300 billion for "defense" and
the world-wide military expenditures are already
more than $ I million a MI NUTE. Never before
. have our priorities been - so distorted or has
irrationality gone so far: "'Through public budgets,
the world community carries more insurance
against deliberate military attack than against
illness, disease, and ALL natural disasters. In two

New Hampshire Politics ·
Chris Spirou, Democratic
candidate for governor, 1s making
wa ves--rough ones.

They have better things to do than go
to Concord for a day to boost the
flagging Spirou campaign.

That might not be good news for
other Democrats in New Hampshire.
His latest suggestion--that General
Court he recalled to decide, once and
for all, the future of Seabrook Nuclear
Power Plant--was greeted with an
overwhelming revcrheration of
silence.

And, even if they were to go, they
know what the result would be. The
Sununu platform would triumph.
Which would leave Spirou, whose one
point of disagreement with Sununu is
Seabrook, with no discernable means
of support.
And all of that 1s bad news for
Democrats.

Nobody
Nobody.

took

him

seriously.

Just to rub the point in, The Union
Leader wrote an editorial castigating
the candidate for his stupidity. Few
people in the state, for once, were
inclined to dissent from the opinions
of the paper.
There were two things wrong with
Spirou's suggestion. First. and most
importantly, it was obviously a
political move. A golden rule of
campaigning is that you must never
appear to be using the tools of politics,
such as asking for a recall. Politics and
campaigning just don't mix:
candidates are supposed to tackle
higher issues, such as deficits.
The second problem , and this is a
very valid one, is that every delegate to
the General Court 1s now either
looking forward to retirement. or is in
the midst of a re-election campaign.

Look at it this way. A voter, a
-conservative Democrat, enters into the
polling booth. He scans the list of
candidates. Ronald Reagan is top of
the list _of Republicans: h~ 's opposed
by Walter Mondale. And now this· is
not unreasonable, our voter decides he
prefers Reagan to ~ondale .
He's not sure about the rest of the
Republicans, so he looks at the second
name on the ballo,t. It says John
Sununu. He's opposed by Chris
Spirou.
And, again this is not unreasonable,
our voter decides he prefers Sununu to
Spirou. It being a time-consuming
process to split the ticket, he decides at
this stage to vote the Republican slate.
Out go the chances of several
Democrats, and all because Chris
Spirou upset a few people.
Chri.1 Fa11.1/.. I' \ column ll/1/ll'<trs l'ach Fridai-.

days the world spends the equivalent of a year's
budget for the UN and its specialized agencies. The
World Health Organization's program to eradicate.
malaria from this world, equivalent to a few hours
military expenditures, drags on due to lack of
funds~" (R.L.Sivard "World Military and Social
Expenditures. 1980"). This trend to unbridle_
militarization of societies, and diminished human
potential (There are 500,000 scientists burning their
brain cells at what mav be man's last venture into
the unknown) is extremely dangerous in the face of
the growing threats mentioned earlier. Never before
has the world carried so many hungry people,
famished children, illiterates and helpless families,
yet some believe social budgets, aid to these people,
and research in these vital fields, insignificant
compared to military budgets in some countries,
should be .cut to non-existence. Knowing that in
pounds per person the world has more explosive
power than food, how can anyone ask for more
explosive power?
4. Arms control talks are more and more seen as a
means to appease justified concern, as a means to
get reelected. Throughout two decades of arms
talks, the arms race has steadily gained momentum
and has never stopped. In fact the arms sales in the
world have continuously grown, and the arms trade
is a booming busi'ness. What the peace movement
desires is honest talks where world military powers
negotiate in good faith a significant reduction and a
step by step elimination of these weapons of mass
genocide. It is in EVERYONE'S interest. One
could, with reason, wonder whether nation states
have ever concluded an arms control agreement
which entails real sacrifices and risk taking. That
would be the litmus test.
We must refocus our priorities, and promote
peace and understanding between the people of this
world. We must hope peace is possible. B.Russel
said in 1962 and I repeat in 1984: "It rests with our
generation to decide between a vision of hope and
joy and an end decreed by folly." Will his call be
heard?

-----------------.------------The ~igliter Side
You can't walk into Dunkin Donuts
at 2 a.m. and go unnoticed. People
turn around from their counter seats
and stare. There are no booths to hide
m.
Gilmet's diner in Dover is usually
my favorite all-night eatery. But since
that was closed last Saturday night my
friends and I decided to try Dunkin
Donuts across the street.
We felt conspicuous running across
the well-lit parking lot and into the
blazing light of the donut king.
The decor was far from
Hemingway's "A Clean, Well Lighted
Place" and more like the 60's with pink
plastic dome lamps.
This is a public food stop for night
people. Everyone wants to know who
the new hungry people are. There is a
sort of comraderie since not many
people are crazy enough to eat
breakfast at that time.
But conversation can come slowly.
People want to know what you order first.
"One box of assorted munchkins,"
my friend Heidi said , after we were
seated at the far end of the counter.
The counter waitress, dressed m
Dunkin Donuts polyester pink,
nodded and plodded back over to the
donut racks.
Well past middle-age, this woman
was a classic diner waitress; one who
says little yet watches everything and
everyone.
She brought our cardboard box of
donut holes, leaned on the counter for
a couple of seconds and asked
"anything else?" All the while her
polyester cap never slipped off her
head.
Meanwhile , Pete had started a

conversation with a skinny old man
wearing a khaki jacket and white
"Princess Cruises" (Love Boat) cap.
Despite . his lack of teeth the man
was quite chattery. When he laughed a
few rotten ones were visible.
Gee, that boat was great! (Princess
Cruis~s) ha, ha, ha," he said, "I was on
it for nine days and didn't want to get
off. Boy do they feed you well."
Pete rolled his eyes and mumbled to
us: "I don't think he was on that boat."
We offered him munchkins but he
refused. I guess the comraderie didn't
go that far.
"What ya lookin' at me like that
for," a very drunk young woman
suddenly ytdled across at a policeman.
"Maybe he's seen ya before,"
answered his friend, "Have ya ever
been in jail la.te at night? ha, ha, ha."
The stocky Irish looking officer and
his bearded woodsman friend returned
to their quiet conversation and private
jokes.
The woman co.ntinued, falling onto
the counter in hysteria and smoking.
Then they broke into a few rounds
·of "I had a little drink about an hour
ago and it went right to my head."
Our cruise ship friend was quite
amused and laughed, his beautiful
teeth showing all the while. Even the
waitress cracked a smile.
Heidi, Pete, and I looked at each
other m disbelief, packed up the
munchkins, and headed home.
Dunkin Donuts is too wild for us. I
hope Gilmet's is open this weekend.
Fortunately we left before the man
from the commercial could come in
yelling "tirrie to make the donuts."
Maurl't'II () 'l\'l'il \ co/1111111 a1111ears each /-i·idar.
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RUSH TICKETS $5.00
All Students-Every. Play-Every Performance

llr.HOUSE
An Entertainment Alternative
Presents

CJ!zeatlf:~m

125 BOW STREET
PORTSMOUTH, NH

431-6660
I

$5.00 STUDENT RUSH TICKETS may be purchased by presenting valid studer.it
identification at the box office one half-hour before curtain time for any performance.
These tickets are sold on an availability basis and cannot be reserved . PS . two
discounted tickets with one card.

Room 7L Devine Hall
Sept. 28 8-12 p.m·.
Funded by PFO
Free Admission
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Arts & Features
Some thing old and new by The Wrig ht Band
By Roger Francoeur
If you like having a couple
beers and sitting back to some
good old Rhythm and Blues,
then the Stone Church on
Wednesday night was the place
to be.
The Stone Church, an oasis
of Newmarket, is usually a
hopping place and The Wright
Band plays hopping rock 'n
roll, but. .. it was a Wednesday
night .

::lno thi.:: mas a

rrucial

factor considering the audit:nce
of maybe fifteen people and
one dog.
Nonetheless, Brad Wright
was whipping out some hot
leads with a touch of Willy ·
Nelson in his voice.
"Rock 'n Roll is not really an
event," Wright said. "It's just
something that happens. I
guess I'd just like to make the
world better by playing my
music."
The sets consisted mainly of
original material. Their music
was tight, and songs like the
"Human Zoo" and "Bridges"
displayed their talents as a
Rhythm and Blues band. The
band's attitude is spelled in
their tune "If you were dancing
you'd understand."
They swayed back and forth
throughout the sets and
finished the night off with a
Buddy Holly tune and The
Animals' "We got to get out of
this place".
Wright started in the coffee
house scene throu!lhout
Massachusetts.
Later he joined the Sherry
Bates Band, and in 1982 joined
up with Steve Wickham on the'
bass and Lloyd Perry on the kit
to form southern Maine-based
The Wright Band.
Perry and Wickham
formeriy played with Normal
li1as and also The Bill Fader
Ba~d. Now, together with
Wnght, this trio is out to have a
good time.
I recommend this band to all
faithful Rhythm and Blues
fans._ The band said they are
looking for more gigs and
publicity.
But is it really possible to
move this exhausted Rhythm
and Blues any further? After
hearing, what seems like, a
million and six bands over the
years, I have to ask, is this
music dead? Is all that's left
simply echoes of the greats?

The Wright Band, from Maine, played Rhythm and Blues Wednesday night in the Stone Church-. (Brook Tart photo)

Symp hony orche strat es hard class ics
By Diana Frye
The Hartford Symphony,
dressed in tuxedos with long
tails and long dresses, played to
a packed Johnson theater on
Tuesday night. People came to
hear this increasingly wellknown symphony to fill class
requirements, or just to satisfy
an avid interest in classical
music.

Op. 64, by Felix Mendelssohn
was also well done. The jewel of
this piece was the - superb
performance of solo violinist .
Peter Winograd. His enviable ·
ability to glide through long
runs effortlessly, as well as his _
flair for onstage dramatics,
made him a pleasure to hear
and watch. One member of the
audience commented, "that
solo violinist was smashing."

When asked how the
Hartford Symphony compared
with the Boston Symphony
many claimed it is almost equal
in level.

Symphonic Fantastiqu, Op.
14 by Hector Berlioz, was the
piece played throughout the
second half of the program.
The history of this piece is
somewhat of a legend to music
!overs, but is not often played
tn whole.

UNH Student, Jane Mellow
explained, "they're just coming
into their own right."
Another reason for not
missing the Hartford
Symphony was the variety of
pieces they played, according
to music major Bob Stephenson. These included pieces by
Dukas, Debussy, Mendelssohri, and Belziok.
The evening of music began
when conductor Arthur
Winograd walked up to the
podium and raised his white
baton. Under his flambuoyant
direction the first piece,
"Fanfare'' from La Peri by Paul
Dukas, was played with great
precisio.n and attention to
technical detail. This piece
allowed the symphony to
exhibit the rich talents of their
brass section.
The second selection was
"Nuages" and "Fetes" from

Composed of five movements, the piece has a persistent
melody theme running througn
each_. This idee fixe is really a
musical representation of the
girl Ber~ioz fell passionately in
love with. The music takes
liste~ers from the beginning of
passionate romance to a
disastrous marriage.

Peter Winograd, a ' violinist in the Hartford Symphony
Orchestra, performed a solo in the Tuesday night performance.
Nocturnes by Claude Debussy. fully one into- the- -other and,
The symphony played both though a slo~ piec~, did not
movements well but seemed to once lose intensity. The
achieve a quiet refinement in . performance _wa~ well ~eceived
the first, ""Clouds". In this the by an enthusiastic audience.
instruments blended beautiViolin Concerto in E minor

The Hartford Symphony did
well with this piece considering
its difficulty, but the
performance could have been
slightly more polished. The
audience, however, maintained
their enthusiasm and clapped
appreciation long enough for
the conductor, A. Winograd, to
return and bow twice more
before the curtains closed on a
wonderful evening of music.

Calsp eak differ s from New Ham pshir e lingo
By Jim Hebert
I'm from California. where a
suntan is required .by state law
and life is just one never-ending
Sunkist Orange Soda
commercial.
A lot of people seem to think
that we Californians have a

strange way of expressing .
ourselves--in short, that we all
talk like "Valley Girls." Let me
state right now that it is not
true that we go about
'.,,pewing "gag me"s and «like,
fer sure"s with reckless
abandon. At least. not all of

us.

I have to admit that we do
, have a rather unique language
of our own, a blend of Valleysurfer-Tinseltow n lingo which
might be called Calspeak ( my
apologies to George Orwell).
This hybrid language contains

such choice words as "gnarly,"
"'tubular," and the everpopular "totally."
l always thought that we
Californians had a lock on
strange ways of speaking, but
then something happened: I
came to New Hampshire. No

offense, but people here talk
weird.
They seem to be working
with a 25-letter alphabet here,
with the letter "r" having been
left to die from disuse. There
CALIFORNIA , page 14
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New dance alhllm s review ed and approv ed .

Special A.K.A.
In the Studio
Chrysalis Records

Soccial A.K.A.'s dchut
· album In the Studio is a
marvelous blend or ska. pop.
and jan music that is a
0
\\

A.K.A. is multi-racial.· and
"Racist Friend" condcmm all
racists. '"he it your sister. he it
your brother."
The showc;1se and hcst da nee
cut on the album is "hTc
l\clson Mandela". · ahout an
imprisoned South Alrican
hlack bider. D:1mmcr\ lnics
ha\c a Dylan-like poig.nant
simrlicit\: "Arc \'ou s.o dumh
that _you cannot ·speak?"
s p CC i a I .A. K . A. is an
important. neccssan· hand.
You can listen to their music.
dance to it. learn lrom it. It\
eood to ha\ e .lcr-r\· Dammcrs'
~back with such a friumph as
the Studio.
l.iam ()'Malin

In

elco~1e t1ddi,ion to n1eunint;

rul pop music.
The hand is led h\' .lcrn·
Dammcrs. the rnast-crminci
songwriter leader or the
critically acclaimed British ska
hand The Spcci:tls. Backed hy
former Specials. a horn section.
and the accompanying vocab
or Rhoda Dakar. the hand has
a huhhly. cncrgi1cd sound.
Song styles \ary throughout
the album. hut ncry song is a
d isti net ivc stand out. "Bri1..d1t
l.ig.l~ts" opens the alhum v\~it h
perky. early Specials style ska.
"What I Like Most About
You Is Your Girlfriend" is slow
pop sung in high lalsctto. An
eerie. almost trihal chant dril'ts
·through the reggae or "War
Crimes." The band also
i ncorpora tcs a lot ol _1a11y
touches. and uses the horns and
ja11 guitar to great effect in the
smokey nightcluh kcl ol
"Alcohol."
Besides hcine a fantastic
dance hand. the Special A.K.A.
benefit from Dammer's
powcrrul lyrics. Like most or
the British -;ka hands. Srccial

Shriek back
Jam Science
Arista

the album and shows the
multiple layers of various
electronics prevalent on this
record.
"Achtung" and "Partyline"
are the highlights of thi-s side
and the entire record.
"Achtung" features Marsh's
somewhat hoarse vocals
reciting the album's best lyrics
over a very bass-oriented piece.
The chorus on "Partyline:_
contains a delightful duet with
Marsh taking the low end and
back-up singer Emma
Burnham on the high end.
Side two is just a small cut
below the impressive first side.
The best song on this side is
"Suck." It is the most straight
ahead funk son2 on the alhum .
The rap revolves around heavy
drums and a twangy bass.
The only major disappointments of the record are
"Midnight Maps" and
"I-l ubris," the last song on
either side. The two do not fit
into the· continuity of the
album. But this is not the worst
part. They are not even close to
the standard ot this afburri. The
two ~ongs are quiet,
uneventful, and rather dull.
Overall. this album's quality of
music and production make it
deserving of being called one of

the year\ best. Expect more
and better from Shriekback in
the tut ure.
John Kuhn

Public lma~c Ltd.
This is What You Want...This
is What You Get
Fl Pk tr~

With the departure or
euitarist Keith l.c\cn. Puhlic
lmaec Ltd. has lost most or its
disti~1ctive sound. The result is
a sterile. semi-commercial.
horine record.
Th; two sinelcs. '"Bad l.ifc"
a n d "Th is Is N ~ t a l. m e Song,"
start off the record. The
mainstav or these sones is the
use or ·horns. lJ nfortunatcly.
the characteristic l.\'don snarl
docs not fit in well._
"Solitaire" is next and seems
to re\'eal the hole I_d t b ·

l.e\enc. Underneath the\ocals.
a trite guitar linL' plays. ·But it
la ils to reach the dark. ri nei nc
clima.\es you would e.\reL;
from c,irlier Puhlic Image I.td.
The .:losing numhcr: --·1 he
Order of Death, "coulc{ j'ust as
well have been !cit Oil Illl'
record. It seems to he an
outtake from "Bad Life" that
w9 s used to fill up space at the
end.
The drumming may he about
the only redeeming quality to
this Pil. release. Drnmmcr
. Martin Atkin-. doescapturethe
energy or 1981 \ 7he l·J()\\'('/".\', f
Romance. This is especially
noticcahlc on the l.vdon
Atkins compositions· "1981"
"Tic Mc to the I.rneth or That".
These two nun1hcrs ha\C
m u I t i - I a \ ' c re d d r u m m i n !!
which. aione with l.\·don\
\ocals. mak~ for the· most
intcrcstine listenine on the
album. ~
~
Hopdully. the l.ydon1. nc n e d i s p u t c ca n he
reconciled. and the\' 'v\;ill team '
up aeain. Seeine that this is
unlik~I\·. it wou1:1 he ereat to
sec PiL strengthen its own.
1expcrimental direction. not like
This is what You Want ... This is.
What You Get.

Shriekback's second album.
Jam Science, builds on the style

of their impressive 1983 debut,
Care. For this album, more
layers of sound and another
regular member. Martyn
Barker, have been added. Band
members Dave Allen. ex-Gang
of Four; Barry Andrews, exXTC; and Carl Marsh ·have ·led
the production ·ot this
incredibly danceable record.
"Hand on my Heart" opens
side one and immediately sets
the pace. It is the first single off

---CAL IFORN IA--<continued from page 13)

are no cars here, only "cahs," said, "Oh, you mean
parties. just "pahtys ."
'psychtd'!" Psyched? Yeah,
But the accent's only half the
OK, whatever.
story. The words that people
Things are getting better
use here are en o ugh to cause now, but there are still some
any Californian to, like, totally New Hampshire words I have
freak out.
yet to learn. The other day. a
For example. I was speaking _ native girl told a fellow
to my roommate the first day I classmate of mine from San
was here, and he was talking · Diego that he was "burnt."
about some "wicked fun" We're still trying to figure that
concert he had been to.
one out.
"Excuse me," I asked
There's one thing that's
iQ.nocently, "but what do you 'really stcrting to worry me
mean by 'wicked'"?'' He just though. I'm beginning to hear
gave me this look like I was traces of New Hampshire
some slow freshman from the dialect pop up in some of my
Australian Outback and fellow Californians' conversawalked away in disgust.
tion. Slowly, insidiously, the
I was pretty confused, but "wickeds" and the dropped r's
through careful investigation I ·are seeping into their speech
was finally able to determine patterns.
that "wicked" is nothing more
That's fine for them. but I
than the New Hampshire just can't let it happen to me.
equivalent of the Calspeak ·After all, what would they
word "totally."
think of ·me back home? I can
I was feeling pro.u d of myself just imagine pulling up to the
for having mastered "wicked," beach one day, jumping out of
when, in the course of a my car, and exclaiming, "Wow,
conversation, I made the wicked decent waves today,
mistake of saying I was huh guys?" I'd probably be
"stoked" to be rn New thrown off Sunset Cliffs by the
local beach rats as a sacrifice to
Hampshire.
The person to whom I was King Neptune. Or worse.
speaking looked at me with a Nope, it'll never happen. It's
blank expression. After all, the Calspeak all the way for this
only "stoke" she had ever heard kid.
Well. it's time to blow this
of was the infamous dormitory
off, find some wicked cool girls,
of the same name.
After several attempts tci and -explain the word, she finally
1 think I'm in trouble.

The Hartford Symphony Orchestra performed in the Johnson theatre Tuesday night to a packed
auditorium.

THIS WEEK END
Friday Saturd ay
MUB Pub-Movie: Richard
·Pryor. $ l .50. 8 p.m.

tone Church-The Heaters. $2.

MUB Pub -Ball and Pivot. $3.

Stone Church-Suga!" Rae an
the Bluetones. $3.

Franklin Ballroom-D.J. $2.

Franklin Ballroom-D.J. $2.

Firehouse-Julie Dougherty
Band. No cover.

Firehouse-] ul ie Doughert
Band. No cover.

New England Center-Bob
Jacobs on piano.

New England Center-Bo
Jacobs on piano.

Each year cancer strikes
120,000 people in our work
force, and causes our
economy to lose more than
$10 billion in earnings. Earnings that American workers
might still be generating if
they had known the simple
facts on how to protect
themselves from cancer.
Protect your employees,
your company, and yourself ... call your local unit
of the American Cancer
Society and ask for their
.free pamphlet, "Helping
Your Employees to Protect
Themselves Against Cancer."
Start your company on a
policy of g0od health today!

I

AMERICAN
WCANCER
f SOCIETY®
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE
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-SEX IST<continued from page 3)
encouragement · in academic
and career aspirations.
The goal is not to screen
classrooms for oral sexist
comments but to assure fair
treatment of all individuals.
The polls have not been
designed but a committee is
working on them, according to
Leerer.
Gannett said the best
antidote to sexist language is to
read material and think about
it.
··Just because people know
how to speak the language
doesn't mean they know the
language," she added.
Charles Jellison professor of
History. said, .. It's a very
dangerous precedent to begin .
It's a long step in a very
dangerous direction."
He said it could lead to other
things. For example if he said
. the Japanese behaved brutally
in World War I I. he said people
could interpret this as being
derogatory of the Japanese.
"Language is part of our
identity and people will feel
threatened if . changes are
made," Gannett said.
.. Language is always
changing," Leerer said. "What
we're trying to do is encourage
language to be more precise
and more inclusive of women."

PAGE FIFTEEN

COMICS
GARFIELD

By JlM DAVIS

TELL ME, GARFIELD. WMEN YOU WALK,
DO VOUR RIGHT ANl7 LE FT LEGS
TRAVEL TOGETHER, OR VO YOU
- USE VOUR OPPO&ING LEGS?

© 1983 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

SHOE

By JEFF MACNELLY
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,UNDERWOOD·
( continued from page 8)

completely finished yet, but it's
very comfortable. It's a place
for people to do whatever they
want. There are a lot of new
students this year which makes
a nice mix."
.. People stereotype the nontraditional student as an older
person returning to school,"
said staff member Joe Silva, "If
you've had a break in education
or feel that you don't fit in with
the mainstream of things, you
can consider yourself a nontraditional student."
The Underwood House staff
stresses resources arc not
limited to non-traditioa l
students , it\ there for anyone
who needs support.

Temporary
and
Permanent
Positions
Administrative
Office Support
Skills Needed
Competitive
Wages
Quick Pay
Checks
No Costs To You

--!~o&,ooO=•~"l_

Distributed by Tribune Company Syndicate. Inc .

BLOOM COUNTY

By BERKE BREATHED
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Editor's note; Jim Johnson is a UNH sophomore physical
education major from Milton, NH. We would like to welcome
him to The New Hampshire.
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l_He-lp
Wanted_j[H]
eERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT NEEDED
Disabled inividual in search of a personal
care att_dndant. Must have experience
with the disabled. Pay $5 .00/ per hour.
Mornings . Call Greg at 772 -3803
evenings.
PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT NEEDED
Disabled individual ir. search of a
personal care attendant. Must have
experience with the disabled . Pay
$5.00/ per hour. Mornings. Call Greg at
772-3803 evenings .
Quadriplegic Seeking Assistance with
Personal Care Needs. Will Train . $5 .00
per hour. Call Dan At 692-4764. From
Durham Dial 1-692-4764.
QUADRIPLEGIC SEEKING ASSISTANCE
WITH PERSONAL CARE NEEDS . WILL
TRAIN . $5 .00 per hour. CALL DAN AT
692-4764. FROM DURHAM DIAL 1-6924764.
PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT NEEDED
Disabled individual in search of a
personal care attendant. Must have
experience with the disabled . Pay
$5.00/ per hour. Mornings. Call Greg at
772-3803 evenings.

QUADRIPLEGIC SEEKING ASSISTANCE
WITH PERSONAL CARE NEEDS. WILL
TRAIN . $5 .00 PER HOUR. CALL DAN AT
692-4764. FROM DURHAM DIAL 1-6924764.
Work -study posit ions available 4.00/ hr.
No experi ence necessary . Call Lauri e
Badg er, Comp ie x syste m s Resea rc h
Cent er 2- 1792 .
For more inform ation on th e jobs li sted
be low and m ore check ou t th e JOB
BOARD locat ed on th e top fl oor of th e
MUB
Po si t io n : Co mpu te r opera tions A sst .
Sa lary: $5 -6 / hr part -tim e fl exi ble ho ur s
Field experie nce, credits avail ab le.
Po sit ion · Ext eri or painti ng / yardw ork
Salary: $4 .00 , hr. Hours fl exible.
Pos ition : Cl erk Typ ist - sa lary $5 .00 per
ho ur . 10-20 hrs . per w eek .
Positi on : Deli pe rsons - sa lary $4 25 per
hour . Hours flix ibl e
Pos iti on : Ed itor - salary :$4 -5 pe r hour
dep . on experience . Flexible 10 -20 hrs
pe r w eek .
SKI RESORT JOBS : Gun stock is seeking
fu ll and part ti m e Al pi ne and ski touring
inst ru ctor s. Shou ld be strong skier s,
ex peri ence not necessary. For appli ca t io n
write · Gunstock, POB 336, Laconi a, NH
0 3246 . Sh aron W orkman or Call 603 293 -4341 .

CLASSIFIED

SPORTS INSTRUCTOR "S NEEDED YOUTH SOCCER COACH sought for
afternoon program . Work - study or
volunteer position only . Fun experience ,
enjoyable working conditions . Flexible
hours 5-10 hours; week . Other work study positions also available; morning
preschool aide . Contact Newmarket
Recreation and Parks 659 -5563 . ALSO
YOUTH GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR
needed for Wednesday afternoons 1 304 30 p .m Excellent pay and working
cond itions . Call for interview · 659 -5563 .
Domino ' s pizza needs you ; Drivers
needed . Enrn ctn average of five to seven
dollars an hour-when considering your
wa~ies . commission, and tips . Need
drivers for 1, 2 , or 3 nights a week Apply
in person or call us at Domino 's· pizza,
Portsmouth NH (431- 7882)
WANTED ZAMBONI DRIVER - Snively
Arena weekends (Sat & Sun) - Stc1rting
Date: October 8 through hockey season PLEASE CONTACT: LIONEL CARBONNEAU, 118 Field House
BARTENDERS & WAITRESSES NEEDED
-- Apply in person between 7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
OLD FARM PUB - 34 Locust St. Dover,
NH Business hours 6PM-1 AM nights
only.
WANTED · A student with work-study
funds to work as a darkroom technician .
Interest in photog raphy helpful but not
necessary . Contact Prof. Richard Merritt,
2 - 1847 M ,T,R 9 30-11 00.
QUADRIPLEGIC SEEKING ASSISTANCE
WITH PERSONAL CARE NEEDS. WILL
TRAIN . $5 .00 PER HOUR. CALL DAN AT
692-4764. FROM DURHAM DIAL 1-6924764.

I
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· '72 Chevy 3 / 4 ton Beauvill e Van High
mileage and runs just fine . 350 auto, A / C,
radials . Just spent $185 on tune-up,
ex haust sys ., insp ection , ·et c . Ver y
dependable and goes we ll in snow . Diane
862 - 1398 (after 12:00) or 749-4665 .
Asking $400.
Pa rking Spaces Av a ilable : On-str eet
park ing is proh ibited in Durh am from
November 1 to M arch 31 . Pa rking spaces
are available for rent . Walking distance to
cam pu s. Contact Susan at 868-2972.
Par kin g Spaces Ava il able: On- st r eet
park ing is prohibited in Durham from
November 1 to March 3 1. Park ing spaces
are ava ilabl e for re nt. Walk ing di stance to
ca mpus . Contact Susan at 868-2972.
72 Dodge Coronet, runs good , littl e r ust,
m any new parts .• $875. Call 868 - 1774
aft er 4 :30. (a nyt im e weeke nds)

MAKE $12,200 FOR
COLLEGE WHILE YOU'RE
GOING TO COLLEGE.
Want a part-time job that doesn't hurt your grades? Or campus life?
Give your local Army Reserve unit a weekend a month and a couple of summers during college, and you can earn over $12,200 for college.
Up to $4,000 in college aid is yours just for joining most units. Another
$6,000 for four years of monthly weekends and two-week summer stints. Plus
over $2,200 that you'll earn during two summer training periods. And
you may qualify for the College Loan.Repayment Pr9gram. All while you're
getting the most out of college. And doing the most you can part-time for
your country.
You don't have to wait for college to join the Army Reserve.. If you're
17 or older and a junior or senior in high school, join us now! There's no better
part-time job in town .
Interested ? For more information, call or stop by.

1977 OLDSMOBILE, starfire, light-blue
Excellent condition, never out in winter
38.000 original miles, 22MPG, automati~
PS, V-6, sony, XR-25 cassette with TDC Tl 00 speakers $2500. Lord number 6 . Ask
for Greg 868-9700.
'72 Chevy 3 / 4 ton Beauville Van . High
mileage and runs just fine . 350auto, A / C
radials . Just spent $185 on tune-up ,
exhaust system. , inspection, etc. Very
dependable and goes well in snow. Diane
862-1398(after 12:00) or 749-4665 .
Asking $400.
1977 OLDSMOBILE, starfire, light blue.
Excellent condition never out in winter
38000 original miles, 22 MPG, automatic
PS, VC , Sony XR-25 cassette with TDC t100 speakers $2500 . Lord Rm . 6 . Ask for
Greg 868-9700.
1977 OLDSMOBILE, starfire, light-blue,
Excellent condition , never out in winter
38,000original miles, 22 MPG, automatic
PS, V6, Sony XR-25 cassette with TDC Tl 00 speakers $2500. Lord 6 . Ask for Greg
868-9700.
Parking Spaces Available : On street
parking is prohibited in Durham from
November 1 to March 31. Parking spaces
oro

O \olaiJabJo for ront . \/\.1!::al lt ing dic.t.::.n c ota

campus. Contact Susan at 868-2972.
Parking Spaces Ava ilable : On street
parking is prohibited in Durham from
November 1 to March 31 . Parking spaces
are available for rent. Walking distance to
campus . Contact Susan at 868-2972.
IF YOUR IDEA OF A PERFECT DAY
includes a sail, plunge in the pool, a
glorious sunset over the Bay, your perfect
new home may well be this spectacular
Moody Point Contemporary. Deep water
moor ing , acre of grounds . Contact
Shanley Realtors at 964-5999 .
$189,900.
APPLE gam es- virtually new , wide va riety
of m ost popular sellers . Or ig . $30 -$4 0 , 1/,
pri ced, guc1ranteed to boot . Gibson light
pe n w , exce ll ent graphi cs softw nre. New
$3 50, askin g $175 Will dem onstrat e
gnme.:, & pen Dia ne or Dave 74 9 -466 5
nights .
___________
197 8 Subaru Sed an - 2 doo r wi t h de luxe Panaso ni c cassette AM -FM stereo . 2 new
steel be lted radia l ti res . Car Is in excel lent
co ndi ti on 78,00 0 miles - Sou th ern ca r no rus t Check it o ut! Best off er Cct ll 749 1324
-----

1977 OLDSMOBILE, starfire, light blue .
Excellent condition, never out in winter,
38,000original m iles, 22 MPG, automatic
PS, V-6 , Sony XR-25 cassette with TDC
T-100 speakers S2500 . Lord 6 . Ask for
Greg 868-9700
PARKING SPACES AVAILABLE : On street
parking is prohibited in Durham from
November 1 to March 31 . Parking spaces
are available for rent. Walking distance to
campus . Contact Susan at 868-2972 .
PARKING SPACES AVAILABLE: On street
parking is prohibited in Durham from
November 1 to March 31 . Parking spaces
are available for rent. Walking distance to
campus . Contact Susan at 868-2972 .
Quality Floppy Disks :._ Excellent prices
on 5 1/,1 and 8" Computer Floppies.
Compatible with your computer . Call Us!
(603) 895 -4410 after 5 :00 p.m .
1978 Subaru 4WD Standard
transmission - only 40,000 miles on
engine - Runs great! Asking $850, Call
332-6917 .
SUZIES STEAMERS Pette Brook
Parking Lot. For a quick lunch or snack .
Mon .- Sat .
1976 Datsun wagon . Old Faithful. Doors
rusty , but still purrs . High m1lage -many
more miles. likely. $600 or b.o. Call 9263617 after 6 p.m .
1976 Toyota Corona - 4-Door 4 Cylinder
- High mileage but still running w ell.
Radio, heater and other accessories In
good working condit ion . Low mileage
tires . Call 659-6188 (Newmarket)Asking
$650.00

72 Chevy 3/4 ton Beauville van. High
mileage and runs Iust fin e. 350 auto , A 1 C,
ra dials Just spent S185 on tune -up,
e xhaust svs . 111spection et c . Very
dependabl P ;1nc! qot:s w ell in snow . Dian e
862 - 1398 (; It Ier 12 00 ) or 749-4665
Pick up for sal P 1975 Chevy . 6 cylinder ,
standard, 1 :- T, st ep side. wood bed; 92k
mil es - $700.00 Call 926 -3617 .
Quality Goots milk, nutritious and sweet
Pick up fr esh at our farm in Lee . 90C qt. ,
$1 60-~1., gal. . $3 gal. Dairy goats and
bec1ut1ful kids for sale also. 659 -5274
(may have to leave message)
Queen box spring and mattress, clean-and
comfy - $90 Pr . dark pine sturdy captains
chairs~ w out arms - S40. Pr . of quality lg .
. cherry end tables from Margesons,
detoiled woodwork - $80. Twin box spring
nnd mattress - S25 . Pr . unusual
occassional tables, 1 7" high - $20. All
items in good condition Diane-862 - 1398
(ofter 12) or 749-4665 .
1982 Kawasaki GPZ SSO. Hot. Kerker
pipe , new chain and back t ire . Only 6,000
miles. Has been in storage for 1 year .
Spare pipes and cover . $1700 or B.O. Call
659-5011 ask for Pete or Paul Newman
C LA551C -

1904 CHEVY IMPALA

II•I

STUDENT NOW ACCOUNT
ADVANTAGE 24

+
-- A+BANK·ING
Our Student NOW Account , toge_ther with our 24 hour
hour Automated Teller, earn perfect grades when it comes
to banking convenience! Seacoast's Student NOW Account
features a low monthly fee just right for a student's budget
and Advantage 24 fits into any school schedule . .. ifs
open all the time! Get off to a flying start this school
year with Seacoast's Student NOW Account .

Seac oast
Savin gs Bank
5 Locust Street
Dover -749 -0441

ARMY RESERVE.

BEALLYOU CAM BE~

ron

SALE . 77 ,000 miles. Garaged for 18of 20
years. almost no rust. Exce llent for
restoration and antique. Registration .
B.O. Call Craig 862-3904. It's a Steal 1
Motorcycle - Honda Hawk 400. Good
condition , low m ileage, new spokes
sprocket & chain , sissy & roll bor
included. Must sell this fall. $650 Call
Ailsa - 659 -6505 .
74 GREMLIN - Engine Good. Body fair to
poor . Snows included . NH inspected and · Wilderness Experience Soft Pack c urr e ntly lic e nsed
Go o d lo ca l Small-Blu e- Ad1ustabl e Internal Fram etransporta t ion . A sking S250. Call 868 - Zipped Bottom Co mpartment -Ski Slots $20 00 2 Person Eurek a Ba ckyard
2853
Tent-Blu e- Compl et e- Used 2X . $40.00
1974 VW THING . New White Paint. Hard
Martha 868 -2252 .
top and conve rtabl e top . AM / FM New
Side W indows. New Bra kes, new exh au st
system . VERY NICE CONDITION Low
mil ea ge. Ca ll (603) 224- 6 931 eveni ngs .
Apart~ hw Aw
1969 Pl ym outh St at ion W ngon . Ru ns
w ell Good t ires. Runs on regul ar gas.
Becl ro om -St ucl y, • furni sh ed , i n Do ve r
D1 ehard battery $175 .00. 868 -7419 , Sou th -Side
m in -boarding house on Kari s_o_m_e_
. _rL_is_t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Vo n rout e Gr adu ate & Upper Cl ciss
lev el
For Sale 1975 Ford custo m 500 . 4 Door fema les ; non -smoke rs prefer red , no pet s.
Heavy duty (Form er Po lice ca r ). Run s w e ll. Kit che n fa ci liti es - pa rkin g S185 -m onthl y
Good t ire s. Di ehard ba tt ery . Som e rust . A vai lable Oct . 1, 1984 . Ca ll 742 -2973 ;
$_1_7_
5_0_0_
. _86_8_-_7_4_19_ _ _ _ _ __
M s. M c M anu s

Dover and Durham, New Hampshire
749-2150 868-1022
Member of F.D.I.C.
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CLASSIFIED
Grab Your Gusto, snorkel or skis. Supersmart 2-bedroom Hemlock Forest Condo
offers freedom to enjoy the pool, ski trails,
private patio and lush woods Just a quick
jaunt to campus from Dover. Shanley
Portsmouth office, at 436-3210.
VIEW OF GREAT BAY deck and dining
area. Freedom and sapciousness from
open floorplan, soaring cathedral
ceilings, large windows. Contemporary
Saltbox has 3 bedrooms , even Call
Shanley, 964-5999.
ONGE A . BOAT YARD, unique 4-5
bedroom Dover Point condominium
perches on the very bands to the
Piscataqua. Very private and picturesque;
very classy and convenient. Price:
$139,900. No maintenance fee. Contact
Shanley, 436-3210.
"Durhamshire" is an exceptional 18th
century homestead on 4- acres of woods
and meadow. Nine room house and 2story barn offer fine family dwelling,
rental or business options.· Asking
$155,000: Shanley Realtors: 436-3210.

I~
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Personals

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KELLY QUINN!!!
Here's your personal!!!!! Have fun and
don't worry, everything will work out for
you.
Hi Deb, Karla & SueThanks for the great dinner. I won't have
to eat for another week now (just like in
the firehouse, right on?). We'll return the -- - when we figure out how to use the
oven.
love, Carol & Lisa.
Tara-Well I kind of forgot about our lunch
date. Sorry. We'll definitely get together
sometime soon. This weekend7 Call me868-1201-See ya - Huckins Craft Shop.
Ear-the new aunt-Congrats! I'm glad that
we got together on Wed. Only 14 days,
and 17 days-keep counting! We'll have
tons of fun then. Got to run
SLM.
Randy hon, couldn't bring myself to do it.
Besides Ann and I wouldn't see that much
of you any more. Selfish motive. Also.
they wouldn't understand the backrubs:
Here's to you first personal. Arohamri
Dear(est).
Wacka , Wacka!! Hey B .. & J - First
Personal goes to you two and your new
residence! Sorry I have to miss the
Mexican Fiesta this week but Dartmouth
is A-Calling I!_Celebrate without me this
time but I still have memories of Good Ole
Conn.!!-love k.f.
ELMERS, Nothern New England's
nostalgia shop, offers UNH students,
faculty and staff a special invItatIon . V1s1t
our store with this ad or UNH ID and
receive 20% discount. Vintage and avant
garde fashions and accessories; practical
clothing; hats, ties and jewelery; flannel
shirt sale (3 / S 11 ); $1 .00 clothing bin.
Unique books of all types; vintage
children's books; paper nostalgia. Movie,
television and music memorabilia
including posters, stills, records, sheet
music. Autographs, magazines, games,
toys and puzzles. Campy household and
kitchen collectibles. Progressive buttons .
Half hour drive from Durham-take Rte. 4
to Portsmouth Circle-Rte. 1 into Mainetake Exit 236 to traffic circle and Kittery
Point. 5 miles on Rte. 103. Open FridayWednesday 11-5, closed Thursday. 207439-2440.
COUNCIL TRAVEL/ CIEE for Low Cost
Fights, USA and Worldwide, lnt'I Student
1.0., Youth Hostel Memberships. Work
and Study Abroad, and More! FREE 1985
STudent TravelCatalog Call (617) 2661926 or write to Council Travel, 729
Boylston , St., suite 201, Boston, Ma
02116
WANTED: terrific looking woman to
accompany me this weekend (29-1 st) on a
Bermuda trip. If there is an athletic person
of substance behind your great face and
gorgeous body, than there shall be future
weekend getaways in the style you know
you deserve to become accustomed to.
Catch eyes and turn heads with me on
beach and in lobby. Call (203) 242 -9093
Tuesdays thru Thursdays 4 -5 pm.
Capuz and Ozzie-get enthused for this
weekend. The truts going to the villa and
Hanover. Schmitty Bambas all the way.
Gotsto Gotso cause were having fun. The
golfer and the boxer.
Dashoo: See, you got your personal
afterall! Thanks for makeing me so happy.
Beware Oct. 10. You never know what
could happen. ILY.-A friend of "T.E."
Hello Linda, I realizetfiie is a little late, but
it's still a personal-right7 So how's it feel
to be 23, oops, 22 anyway? Happy
Birthday, Love Sue
Oct. 3, 1984 HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! MY
CREAM CHEESE! Your Bonzo buns loves
you more than words r;an tell. We really
are not 'too young' and it will only get
better and better ·as time goes by', even
though Gert's walls feel like they're going
to burst. 'With you I would like to stay'
until eternity for I am truly in love_with
you. Love, Sean
Julie in Stanton 203 - Hi, how are you? I'm
a nice guy and would like to entertain you
for an evening . You know that I think
you're cute and you have. dodged that
facat but I'm seriously interested in
seeing you-the 101 guyLife was not so interesting when I lived in
Stanton House!!!
To the sickos in N-3, get better!!! Nobody
wants to visit a bunch of hypochondriacs!!

Hey G.A.F.U. Club any winners of the
"graveyard sweepstakes" yet? Heard the
graveyard was full the other night.
Fudge, well I passed my first calc. exam
thanks to you. I scouldn't have done it
without you . Thanks for a II the talks, hugs
and laughs too. You're the best. Love you,
CAC
To the brothers of Alpha Gamma Rho, yes
you too Frenchie. It was a great party yo
had last Friday night. Please have another
real soon-Alice
ATTENTION All UNH students! Hotel 667
is Presenting their first Gourmet Dinner,
"A Formal Salute To The Sunday
Comics." Tickets go on sale Oct. 11. Look
for details at the MUB.
Hey Are you going7 to Hotel 667's
Gourmet Dinner "A Formal Salute To The
Sunday Comics." Great Food and
entertainment. Tickets go on sale Oct. 11.
Don't Miss It.
MUSO is accepting applications for films
director-2nd semester. Duties include
selecting and ordering movies to be
~hovvn

in

tho

infomouo

MUSO

J:ilm

Series. Applications available in MUSO
office rm.148 MUB. All serious applicants
must also submit a list of 30 films they'd
be interested in showing.
Expose yourself to MUSO photoschool
and darkrooms. Classes begin Oct. 8 in
basic and advanced Photography.
Darkrooms are also available. Register
thru Oct. 5. $35.00 photoschool, $25.00
darkroom. Register in the MUSO office
Rm 148, MUB.

ELMERS, Nothern New England's
nostalgia shop, offers UNH students,
faculty and staff a special invitation. Visit
our store with this ad or UNH ID and
receive 20% discount. Vintage and avant
garde fashions and accessories; practical
clothing; hats, ties and jewelery; flannel
shirt sale (3/$ 11 ); $ l .00 clothing bin.
Unique books of all types; vintage
children's books; paper nostalgia . Movie,
television and music memorabilia
including ·posters, stills, records, sheet
music. Autographs, magazines, games,
toys and puzzles. Campy household and
kitchen collectibles. Progressive buttons.
Half hour drive from Durham-take Rte. 4
to Portsmouth Circle-Rte. 1 into Mainetake Exit 236 to traffic circle and Kittery
Point. 5 miles on Rte. 103. Open FridayWednesday 11-5, closed Thursday 207439-2440.
COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE for Low Cost
Fights, USA and Worldwide, lnt'I Student
ID, Youth Hostel Memberships. Work
and Study Abroad, and More! FREE 1985
STudent TravelCatalog Call (617) 2661926 or write to Council Travel, 729
Boylston St., suite 201, Boston, Ma
02116
WANTED: terrific looking woman to
accompany me this weekend (29-1 st) on a
Bermuda trip. If there is an athletic person
of substance behind your great face and
gorgeous body, than there shall be future
weekend getaways in the style you know
you deserve to become accustomed to.
Catch eyes and turn heads with me on
beach and in lobby Call (203) 242-9093
Tuesdays thru Thursdays 4-5 pm.
Capuz and Ozzie-get enth □ sed for this
weekend. The truts going to the villa and
Hanover. Schmitty Bambas all the way.
Gotsto Gotso cause were having fun. The
golfer and the boxer.
Dashoo: Se':!, you got your personal
afterall! Thanks for makeing me so happy.
Beware Oct. 10. You never know what
could happen ILY.-A friend of "T.E. "
Hello Linda, I realize thie is a little late, but
it's still a personal-right? So how's it feel
to be 23, oops, 22 anyway? Happy
Birthday, Love Sue
Oc.t. 3, 1984 HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! MY
CREAM CHEESE! Your Bonzo buns loves
you more than words can tell. We really
are not 'too young' and it will only get
better and better 'as time goes by', even
though Gert's walls feel like they're going
to burst. 'With you I would .like to stay'
until eternity for I am truly in love with
you . Love, Sean

Julie in Stanton 203-Hi, how are you? I'm
a nice guy and would like to entertain you
I think
you're cute and you have dodged that
facat but I'm seriously interested in
seeing you-the 101 guy-

for an evening. You know that

Life was not so interesting when I lived in
Stanton House!!!
To the sickos in N-3, get better!!! Nobody
wants to visit a bunch of hypochondriacs!!
Hey G.A.F.U. Club any winners of the
"graveyard sweepstakes" yet? Heard the
graveyard was full the other night.
Fudge, well I passed my first calc. exam
thanks to you. I scouldn't have done it
without you. Thanks for all the talks, hugs
and laughs too. You're the best. Love you,
CAC
To the brothers of Alpha Gamma Rho, yes
you too Frenchie. It was a great party yo
had last Friday night. Please have another·
real soon·Alice
ATTENTION: All UNH students! Hotel 667
is Presenting their first Gourmet Dinner,
"A Formal Salute To The Sunday
Comics." Tickets go on sale Oct. 11 . Look
for details at the MUB.

Hey Are you going? ,..to Hotel 667's
Gourmet Dinner "A Formal Salute To The
Sunday Comics." Great Food and
entertainment. Tickets go on sale Oct. 11.
Don't Miss It.

--·---

Lisa J. I'm madly in love with you. Your
secret admirer

MUSO is accepting applications tor films
director-2nd semester. Duties include
selecting and ordering movies to be
shown · in the infamous MUSO Film
Series. Applications available in MUSO
office rm.148 MUB. All serious applicants
must also submit a list of 30 films they'd
be interested in showing.
Expose yourself to MUSO photoschool
and darkrooms. Classes begin Oct. 8 in
basic and advanced Photography.
Darkrooms are also available. Register
thru Oct. 5. $35.00 photoschool; $25.00
darkroom. Register in the MUSO office
Rm 148, MUB.
Kris, Thanks for your support, laughter
and insight' It's gonna be a super
sememster ahead I LEt's iive It up' Debbie
ELMERS, Northern New Engl,rnd ' s
nostalgia shop, offers UNH students.
faculty and staff a speornl invitilt1on . V1s1t
our store with this ad or UNH ID and
receive 20% discount. Vintage and avant
garde foshions and accessories; practical
clothing; hats, ties and iewelry; flannel
shirt sale(3 / 11 ); $1 00 clothino bin .
Unique books of all types. vintage
children·s books; paper nostalgia . Movie,
television and music memorabilia
including posters. stills, records, sheet
music Autographs, magazines, games,
toys and puzzles campy household and
kitchen collectibles. Progressive buttons
Half hour drive from Durham- Take RTE.
4 to Portsmouth Circle-Rte. 1 into
Maine-take Exit 236 to traffic circle and
Kittery Point. 5 miles on Rte. 103. Open
Friday-Wednesday 11- i;;, closed
Thursday. 207-439-2440
LOST & FOUND
Lost One moustache If found please
contact Tom Gamache X-sen 607 .

Miss Chowda Fest Thanks for a great
weekend in the Bean. You're one groovy
chicle Spaghet

Hi Dan P of 2nd floor Hubbard : How are
you doing7 Good, I hope' Just wanted to
say HI. Karla

Hey Bumstead, it'll be nice to see you
around Homecoming time. You old Sigma
Nu Pal

JON buying clogs is bad enough! Thought
I'd save you the embarassment of buying
these too . Hope you like red lace. I miss
you! SAH

Mellis, You're too pretty to be hanging out
in E-hole houng . Do something with that
great bod! Maybe rugby? Tony
Brian J. Kelley and Ed T. Shall we dr1nk7 I
helieve we should. I miss our late nite ales
and midnight road trips. Let's party soon.
T-Leech
Jen, Who says yotJ never get personals7 I
hope the rest of this semester can be as
much fun as we've shared in the past.
Love you. T.J ,.
Hey Shep, Happy Birthday buddy!
Watney's or better will be waiting for you
in the fridge today, so enjoy' Living out in
the boonies was supposed to be difficult,
but it's been nothing but great so far' Let's
hear it for homemade bread, scrambled
eggs, cordless phone, and those scooping
pastimes begind us' Gomld and "git adda
t1eeah I Congrats. Blf
To the peasant who blew out a window at
2 Strafford Ave on Saturday night with an
M-80 at approximately 4:00 a.m Run and
hide. But remember. no one is safe . We
know who you are. The Humungus
to the boys in R5, Thanks for dinner. I had
a really good time. I think we should do it
again Rush
Hey Fairchild Women, Sigma Nu wants to
bash with you Be ready to go absolutely
wild. We are. Be here at 9 30 on Friday.
Heather. Love Thy neighbor. What a
thought. Let's do it up in style You're the
best! Look out Nairobi 111 F

First it was Leech ... Then it was T. Leech &
B.Leech
Now the legend live on,
Welcome Baba Leech! and remember no
one is safe

AZ, For the firls who came over Saturday
before the football game, that was a lot of
fun. SEe, your neighbors aren't that bad,
huh7 Hope to do something with you all
again soon. Love Sigma Nu

Joey's Burgers Is located in five
convenient locations · Route 9, Dover,
Route 9 Dover, Route 9 Dover, Route 9
Dover , and 1 5 Schoolhouse Lone in
Durham

UNH Women's Soccer Team : GEt psyched
for BU Sunday' Hustle and keep in mind
They put their pants on the same as youone let at a time . Oh yeah, I almost forgot,
good luck Chad! Kick A--'

Attention all UNH women GAFU , located
at 15 Schoolhouse Lane in Durham is
now giving tours of the town Cemetary
For more information. contact Ken. H.H,
Fudge, Gorunstein, Roves or Pugs at 8686322. A complementary case to the first ·
person to see all the exciting Durham
tombstones 111
This plac e Is crazy It 's a coming like a
ghost town. Da Ras mon say de wicked
hat ta get a beat in. So remember, you can
run but you can't hide . Trenchtown
Barry R, Lambda Chi , Don't be so shy!
Lee ... in your dreams' Maureen and Kim
Janet. Alias nw Happy 20th! Yes . Janet
you are legal and you're not the only one
who is psyched (By the way could you buy
us a RACK from the PACKY7) But ,
seriously, you·re a really special friend
and we miss having you as our third
roommate!! Have a treat time in Boston'
Love your roommates always , Anne &
Jane
OH you're looking like love to me-so it
you don't miond . I'll keep lushing to get
close to you, because it could be right .
Togetherness does everything when it Is
perfect It satisfies desires. simplifies
needs, foresees whishes . and becomes a
constant fortune . So I'm waiting on you to
see things my way , ·cause I want to gEit
next to you ... l think I know you well
enough and I can tell that it would be
worthwhile . If you're going to he alone
ton~ght . well .. so c1m I, unless ... Love,

LEECH RAPES DOGS
Hmmm . very interesting
BArb Connole , You sex goddess- Thanks
for your cherry! What about the original 1
Remember, K -Mart is key and even Joan
Rivers shops there . Can we talkn? Love,
Truncey
Things that piss me off FAt girls in
minishirts. everyone wearing Vuarnet
style shades, Ira . Howie, Breakdancing,
AZ, Gorillas on motorcycles, softness,
Scorpio's being a package store. smokers,
mold and mildew, samd chicks at Nicks,
Bob Guccione, Joan Rivers. tourists. and
UNH Security

Mary Beth 36-24-36 huh7 SWEEEET. We
all look forward to seeing that white suit
on you again. What was in those diet coke
cans anyway7 An Admirer

Jude C. Feel free to start making sense
anytime now. Hey, those are great vvalkie talkies. Gdeatt Thanks for listening to my
deep thoughts. You're a real! friend. Your
playing excellence. GR
"FREE DISCOUNT POSTER CATALOG.
Write : ARt FActory, 9 WEst Rosemont
Ave., Alexandria, VA. 22301

To the Christensen twins , We-ve been
watching you and we know you've been
watching us.. So let's get together and
talk about a hopefully good semester or
two. Get a personal into the .\,•ull,11111•••";,.,. by Friday or Tuesday to let us
know. Sundecks forever. The Girbaud
Brothers

Jackson-Here's to queen sized beds,
long talks, wine, something vblack with a
little grey, coming to pick me up when I
called, Sam Smiths. 7:42 am, a bear loved
card, pearl earrings , chicken cordon blue,
but most of all to ali"the love, support, and
encouragement you've given me. I love
you more than ever! AMLA, A

Nancy, Thanks for gbeing so
understanding You're a great person.
Let's get together soon OP See tiy
definately on Friday JOiin

Boobely, Only 1 more day till the big 20!
Don't you be hoppin to many bars now!!!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! Boob

Oh. he's still around, in fact, he's right
b~~ind you

Hey Spaghetti Lovers: Don't you wish that
you were like Adam and Rush. They are
the first two winners of the R-5 free
dinner. If so, take herat. there is still hope
that you may yet win .
Candy, Kim, $ Danielle You girJs are too
much' GEt out of town. Thank you for
eating my Ghostbuster cookie. I hope you
reached boot factor six. What the - - are we doing ' on Sept. 21, 1994
anyway7 Ghostbuster
Kim E. Thanks for the last 16 months.
Looking forward to a great semester. We
can do it! RWH
Richardson House. It's me . The new kid
on the block . Thanks for making me feel
like a part of the, best mini. A special
thanks to Meredith, Carol YOung, and my
roomie, David Levesque, and John
Theriault: Good luck from a SN Brother
FLINKSNORF!II
Slutism has spead to the humble! Talk to
Bing
Bruce and Steve-Here's another personal
to make you look popular!!! Hope you
enjoyed the cookies we made. Your
neighbors!

Nah, Nah, Nah, Nah Sue ... l split the front
· p~~tJ .ag~.in.~ .\/1/~aty_a g.?1111~.do .atlout ..it_?
This is great - I get to sit here and play with
the terminals while everyone else is
\/1/orking

Lisa J is sud, a fox!!!

1.\/l/~~.~i11? o.f ~?pin~y()tJ Vllou.lcjn:t Todd
Miriam, whatever happened to ... you
know who ... Bruce7

Linda, Is this your first personal? If so, get
psyched. You're a real person now. No,
really , iust wanted to say hello, Hope
you're feeling better. Can we get together
sometime soon? Stop by anytime for a
drink. Take car.e. Ken

Bing , Bing , Bing, I can't believe you
actually did it-but the legend will still live
on . Rod Stickwell shall live' (and have
people breakdance on his forehead.) Your
best buddy, Dunbi

0011

Miriam, where have you been all these
years? Or at least months? I didn't think
1:?~11~: see you a.9a.i11!.

What makes my dance instructor the
best? Her personna and gay mardonne
nas 11 ! TnanKs gay for all yoL,ir
encouragement and faith in me. I hope
and day my detemination endures like
yours has . Keep shimmying. Thanks ... Ken
"The dancer"

Cindy Fairchild Pit . Thanks for Thursday
night. I had a great time . I hope you did
too . But remember I lead. Hope to see ya
at Co-rec . Hank

A little too corny for me!

Hey Truck, We haven't been able to do
something fun since last year. ''I'm hurt"
Have fun this weekend and don't ever call
me a "looser" . Love, Truck

Lizzard & Kelly, even though you guys and
"ghettoites" I think you guys are (as Kel
would say) "the balls"! Here's to a great
year, Have a hopskip on me! (I'll Join you
one of these days at the nip) Miss p.s
··Nose Aerobics"7I

Can you believe this? Maureen, (Yes
Maureen) actually got out by 1 :30 ... We
~re. defi11it~lx_ir11p.r()vin9:.
Reporters: you are doing a terrific job, but
IElt~.try.t()fllak~deadline.. ()~?.
Helene C.: Are you out there reading this?
If so, why don't you drop by and say hi7
You know who.

McQuade, Don't worry about Sunday
night I had fun . Really, but next time let 's
try to be on equal levels. Deal? Babs

MB OB - YOu are a hot shl\, I'm looking
forward to whatever may be ahead!
Thanks for hunch Monday. Love ya,
Jeffrey P.S. Missing you lots

Diana Ross-here we camel! It seems to
incredible to believe. but we'll be there
Sunday reaching and touching! Hey
Chip-let's get Dynasty -like and go wild at
Shibumi soon . AFter all, meeting her
backstage in our limo, we must look good!
You never can tell who will .be there!
Happiness is ours ... YEAHI! Bif

Join the fastest growing Frarority-Trom
Beta Bone I with chapters in Plymouth and
UNH. YOu can do things like travel to
Vermont and Plymouth in the same night.
and sing songs like "Ya di puckety, rum
ding fatoi, neek, neek, neek, Yahoo! Rules
include: . Never put drinks on your belly
and always spill alcohol on the floo,· Join
now for an alcoholic experience you ' ll
never forget.

Hey SBF Where have you been hiding7
Someone told lme lyou moved to Belgium
but I figured you were just down in the
basement changing the bulb! Don't be
such a stranger! Love, SAH
Mich~II~ You can't possible be as bad to
work with as Dan - one of us needs to
switch nights.

D~~; I ;~~ilyd~~·t h~t~ y~~ .. I just want to
kill you
~·ight .Miri~~

G~~d

;;%c&&~,, 0i~ i~dd····

(To audience) - Its only a matter of time
before she realizes how truly wonderful I
am. Todd

FOR SALE 1975 Yamaha RD350. Great
little bike, runs terrific, never given me
any trouble. I just bought a car and need to
pay the insurance $300 takes the bike
and two helmets. Call 742-7150, ask for
JOHN

ji:'.•

FALL SPECIAL Must get rid of my 1975
Yamaha RD350 before my insurance is
due! S300takes a great little bike and two
helmets. Call 742- 7150, ask for JOHN.

a. .~~~n~·e·························· · ................... .... .
To the very sexy blonde with glasses who
sits a couple of rows in front of me in
Limnology::·''m watching you

tt::t~t~::t: i~:/jt~~~.h~i~·~ t~~

Miriam ... l love you
Todd ... freshmen don't know what love
i~. ()11lyltJ~t
OK, so I lust after you .. What's the
difference 7

Ji~,

~s

I like to play Pearl Harbor with you.

~o.ci~tx_ a.n.d .rv1()r.a1.s.. i.s .i.rri111?r.al.
Margaret - Hi cutie

J~d:; g·~~~~ .b~y·~· b~~t, Jed's gonna buy a
~?a.t:::~11.d .i.t:~. pr()~~.blx_ ~()n.n.a.

s.irik
Hi Bob, Jim, Jed, Marc and other assorted
beings residing along exciting route 108.
(T~ i~. d()~~r, '.t. iri~I_Ll?El .t~.e. sp·i·d·e.rs.l...
Hi John L. and other assorted worm
pi~k.e.r~ ...
Hi_.EJv.e.rv.()lltJ ..at t~tJ· l•o~~t~r.tia.rn.
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--------------- -AID--------- ---------<cont_inued from page l)

about 1.20 checks are made out can. be handled by computers.
••manually" each day, in · an
Spencer said the new system,
exercise which involves which can be implemented by
extensive cross-referencing and· reprogramming the present
computer filing.
computer, wi·ll be operating
Berry is investigating ways in next fall, and will allow many
which the whole process, more checks to be issued each
including the writing of checks, _day.

Do You NPnl Fim11U'ial Aid?
Scholarships, grants and loans are available. Don't
miss out on aid that could save you thousands of
dollars on your education. Free details, no obligation:
Services SD, 5120 Ed. Montpetit, Ste. 9, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada H3W 1 R2.

Berry said the backlog will be
reduced in the next two weeks,
and the '"turn-around" for
students applying for and
receiving checks will be
speeded up.
If in the future students with

Guaranteed Student Loan
checks would pass them in to
the business office for
processing as soon as they
receive them, they could get
them cashed by the beginning
of the semester, Spencer said. _

---------GUNS --------~
( continued from page 3)

- - - - - - ~ .,

program as did the other because they are special
officers and must have met the officers, are nqt required to
same, basic criteria required of attend the l O week training
any public safety officer here," course at the New Hampshire
Police Academy, required of
Beaudoin said.
Offic.e..rs..._ _
Public Safet

NEWS MEETING
EVISION

.

According to Spencer,
interest accrued on delaved
payments is kept by ~the
university, partly to offset
administrative and handling
costs incurred by the business
·
office.

NETWORK

't steer you _wrong!
- -w e woiz
.
.

-Join the udderly exciting field of News!

town police, according to
police academy representative
David Bastian.
Bastian said public safety
officers, who are empowered
by the town to enforce laws, are
required by NH law to pass a 78
hour course involving written
exams.
"These tests cover all phases
of police activity, state law and
proper usage of firearms,"
Bastian said.
These new officers are
allowed to carry arms,
,
Beaudoin said.
He explained they carry
police issue .38 · caliber ·
revolvers. The rest of the
regular force, he said, carry
.357 revolvers, which are
standarl with other police
forces.
"We're starting to restandardize the type of firearms
our officers carry to match the
(trend) of the rest of the
nation," Beaudoin said.
He said Public Safety
purchased five guns for $180
each from the department
fund, to accommodate the
addition of the~new officers.

Run . your own
company at 26.
I

We're looking for · a few good
college students and graduates
who can fill the shoes of a Marine
Corps officer_. That's a pretty tall
ordHr.
Because it means leading
oth~r Marines. Being responsible for their safety and welfare.
Being in charge.
That's something no civilian
job can offer you at 26. It's
something very few people can
ever measure up to.
·If you think you're cut from the
right mold, see your Marine
Corps Officer Selection Officer
when he visits your campus or
call him, at the number listed
below, today.

The Marine Corps Officer Selection Team will be on campus at
the Memorial Union building 2,3, and 4 October from 10 AM
to 3 PM. See us·· there or call Collect 603-668-0830.
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Men's soccer trims Keene State 2-1 on Bracy goal
.By Steve Langevin
Steve Bracy's goal with 14: IO
left in the game, proved to be
the game-winner, as the UNH
rr.en 's soccer team held on for a
2-1 victory over Keene State
yesterday afternoon in a
rock'em sock'em game.
"'We played with a
heart and desire out
today," said UNH head
Ted Garber. "This is a
win for us."

lot of
there
coach
major

Bracy's goal, which came on
a penalty kick, gave the
Wildcats the extra cushion they
would need to offset a goal by
Keene State's Mike Slaton with
I0:00 remaining in t_he contest.
The play throughout the
second half · was extreJ!Lely
physical, as evidenced by one
of Keene State's players being
ejected and UN H's outstanding
goalie Adam Chidekel being
knocked out of the game when
he was plowed over by a Keene
State forward. Chidekel 's
departure from the game left it
up to Dave Barlow to hold
down the goaltending chores.

The first half was full of back
and forth action, as both teams
had numerous opportunities to
score. However, it wasn't until
Garber made a tactical change,
that the first goal was scored.
UNH had been in a 4-3-3 set
for most of the first half, but
Garber decided to switch to a 44-2, so that his team would be
stronger at midfield.
This strategy paid quick
dividends as UNH's Seth
Worcester gave PeterSpiegel a
beautiful lead -pass, that sent
him in all alone on the Keene
State goalie . Spiegel wasn't to
be denied and scored with only
I :20 left in the half.
"Anytime you go to Keene
State and come home with a
win, its a big achievement,"
said an exuberant Garber.
"This -should really help our
New England rating."

The Wildcats(3-l-l) return
home for two tough games next
week. Tuesday they host a
strong Babson team and
Thursday they play a Maine
· team that just defeated Boston
"Dave played very well," College 1-0. UN H tied with
The men's soccer team beat rival Keene State 2-1 yesterday afternoon to improve its record to3-l-l commented Garber. "He did
Boston College 1-1 earlier this
on the season.(Frank Consentino file photo)
, his job."
season.
~

Marois a leader for

field ·hockey squad

MORNING LINE

By Lisa Markley
ment.
'"You just can't imagine it
"She uses her physical
-abilities to her potential. I knew happening to you," she said
--(0-0)
(13-5)
(15-3)
(0-0)
(14-4)
(0-0)
the minute I saw her that she excitedly: "As a fres.t:1marr, I
could do incredible things on admired kids on my team who
the field."
· had made the national squad
Chris
Jon
Kathy
Steve
Old
Under
Urick
Kinson
Johnson
Lanqevin
Grad
Grad
These are the words and ifs weird to be a member.
Maine at
University of New Hampshire Being chosen made my parents
· BU
BU
BU
BU
BU
BU
BU
field hockey coach Marisa real proud.,_"
-Rhode Island at
Didio uses · to describe the
Without a doubt, the
URI
Brown
URI
URI
URI
URI
URI
athletic talent of UN H co- Wildcat freshmen can admire
UNH
at
captain Barb Marois. Her first Marois and her leadership on
UNH
UNH
UNH
Dartmouth ,
UNH
UNH
UNH
impression of the budding star the field.
Northeastern
at
Says Didio, "She has a
was right on target. Since
UMASS
UMASS
UMASS
UMASS
UMASS
- NE
NE
joining the team as a freshman, leadership role on the field.
UCONN at
her accomplishments have Barb has to be consistently
UCONN
Yale
Yale
Yale
UCONN
UCONN
UCONN
been · nothing less than controlled. She is the central·
· pivotal point of the defense and
Texas at
incredible.
Texas
Texas
Penn. St.
Penn. SL
Texas
Texas
Penn St .
Marois has moved steadily is instrumental in the transition
-from a freshman who "decided game.
"In one year, she's made
to try out for the team" and
scored one goal, to a senior incredible gain__s in her ability to
with 13 career goals and a control the environment on the
reputation as one of the finest field in a positive way. Barb has
defensive backs in the country. assumed the captain's role very
For the past two summers, well and rm- pleased."
The Old Grad continued his winning ways last week, picking five games_correc~ly co~pare~
When asked what has
Marois was invited to the U.S.
to Bob Lobel's four. This week he will face a new challenger, the Under Grad, who 1s makmg his
"A" Camp that was held at the inspired her most in her athletic
debut on the Morning Line today. The Under Grad is a senior English major.
Olympic Training Center in career. Marois' dark eyes are
Colorado Springs, Colo. It is reflective. "I don't know. I
an invitation which is earned by
just tried
to be,
be~,ome
I'veplayer
approximately 75 athletes guess
the best
I can
she - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - nationally and is the said with a confident smile.
It is this drive and
culmination of a series of three
camps held at the national level determination which Marois'
and conducted by a group of opponents dread. Last season,
hand-picked coaches.
Marois led the defensive unit
This year, Marois was which held opposing teams to By Chris Urick
from Jennifer Greely and- managed to control the play
chosen as a member of the U.S. .just 11 goals in 20 games. UNH
An inexperienced UNH knocking it past UN H goalie and notch a pair of second half
National Squad and played in went on to a 14-4-2 record and
women's soccer team ran up Julie Trask for eventual game insurance goals. Landry
the Pike's Peak Tournament, first-round berth in the NCAA
against an undefeated Harvard winner. Harvard notched two whistled a long shot through
frosting on the cake for the playoffs.
women's team on Wednesday more before the end of the half. the UNH defense to make it 4athletes who had worked their
This year, UN H was ranked
afternoon, and as is usually the and suddenly UN H was facing _ 0, and later on Karen Sereika
way to the final camp.
IOth in a pre-season poll and
case when these circumstances a tough second half uphill , picked up a loose ball and '
Looking back on the won its first three games. With
present themselves, the more battle. Inge Larson deflected an
knocked it into the twine to
tournament now, Marois Marois chasing down offensive
talented Harvard team indirect kick past Trask to account for the 5-0 final. UNH :
reflects, "It was a series of six rivals, chances for another
overmatched the Wildcats, make it 2-0, and Electa Sevier goalie Julie Trask had another;
games and I played pretty well. NCAA playoff appearance
handing them a 5-0 defeat on a . took a feed from Wendy fine effort in the UNH nets
I think I played better with look good.
brisk afternoon in Cambridge, Zeeben to make it 3-0 at the burning away 12 shots in
better people because their
Watching Marnis intercept
Mass.
half.
defeat.
skills were strong. It was a good passes and then dribble, dodge
UNH, overmatched from the
UN
H
continued
to
play
hard
The Wildcats return · to
experience."
and fake her way back upfield
beginning, dug themselves a in the second half. but still action Sunday when they travel
Marois cites her selection to to the opponent's goal is much
deep first half hole. Kelly could not manage to get an
to Boston to take on the Boston
the national team as her like watching a gu~rd steal a
Landry notched the first offense going. Unfortunately
University Terriers in a 4:00 pm
proudest
athletic
accomplish1
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Harvard goal, taking a feed for UNH, Harvard still contest.

Harvard heats women's soccer
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Sports
Netmen trip Vermont 5-4; ECAC's next
By Steve Langevin
Look out ECAC competitors! The UNH men's tennis
team is red-hot and ready for
action this week-end.
The Wildcats, fresh off of 9-0
victories over Maine and
Bentley, captured their third
win in a row Tuesday, edging a
talented Vermont squad 5-4
here in Durham.
In handing the Catamounts
their first loss of the season, the
Wildcats won three of the six
~inglc:s

rnatchcs

and

hvo

of

three doubles matches for the
victory.
"The kids wanted to win this
one very much and they
worked very hard for it,"
commented UNH head coach
Bob Berry. "They deserved it."
UNH roared through the top
two doubles matches to
guarantee the win. Steve Noble
and Shaun Hassett teamed up
at the top positio,n for a 6-4, 6-2
win, while .the second duo of
Christian Seibert and Dave
Palumbo overpowered Brett
Reum and Peter Neuman 6--0,
6-3.
In the last doubles match to
be played, with the match
already decided, Vermont's
Rich Green and Ross Abrams
won a tie-breaker 10-8, which
was used to decide the winner
of the third doubles match after
Green and Abrams had split
the first two sets with UNH 's
Dave Hall and Mike
McMahon.
In singles play, UNH's sixth
man McMahon continued to
follow the path taken by last
year's sixth player Hall, who
went undefeated, by notching
his fifth win without a loss.
·Other singles winners for the
Wildcats were Hall oveF Green
6-3, 6-2 and Palumbo defeating
Abrams 6-4, 6-3.
Shaun Hassett, UNH's

number two player, came the
closest to winning in the other
singles matches. He lost in
three sets to Peter Fayroian 75, 2-6, 7-5. Noble lost to last
year's ECAC singles champion
Duffy 6-3, 6-3 and _Seibert
dropped a 6-2, 6-0 match to
Ken Wittels.
"One thing that made this
win a great one was that
everyone contributed. The
players that lost in singles won
in doubles, so it was a total
tP::im win . " ,;;aid very hannY
Berry.
The Wildcats (4-1) play at
the ECAC's this weekend and
will be looking to improve on
last year's third place finish.
They have won three matches
in a row and are playing
extremely well right now.
"This win gives them a lot of
confidence heading into the
ECAC's," said Berry.
Their probable line-up will
have Noble playing at number
one singles and either
McMahon or Hassett playing
at the second position. The
other will team with Hall at
second doubles, while
Palumbo and Seibert hold
down the top singles spot.
"We're ready," commented a
The UNH men's tennis team edged Vermont 5-4 Tuesday to raise its record to 4-1. They are playing
confident Palumbo.
in~~ ECAC's this week-endAFrank Co~_s~ntino photo)
-

UNH football team readies for Dartmouth
By Steve Langevin
The UNH football team has
a lot of frustrations to take out
on somebody following last
week's 21-20 loss to the Boston
University Terriers. That loss
broke an eight-game winning
streak for the Wildcats,
stretching back to the middle of
last season.
Unfortunately for the Big_

Green of Dartmouth they
happen to be the first team the
Wildcats will see, tomorrow in
Hanover at l :30 p.m.
Dartmouth dominated in the
early encounters between the
two clubs, winning the first
'sixteen games. However, in the
last four meetings the Wildcats
hold the edge, winning two and
tying one, including a 24-7 in

1986 in the most recent game.
For UNH to get back on the
winning track, it will have to
cut down on its penalties and
especially its fumbles. In the
three games so far the Wildcats
1-have fumbled ten times, losing
seven of them, while their
opponents have only lost three.
Last week Dartmouth
opened its season against Penn
avd got clobbered 55-24, so
they too have a lot of
improvements to make and

something to prove.
UN H continues to be led by
junior tailback Andre Garron,
who is averaging 190 yards per
game on the ground and
another 30 a game receiving.
He leads the nation in scoring
with an average of 16 points per
game.
UNH quarterback Rick
LeClerc has thrown well when
called upon this season,
connecting on 25 of 49 passes
FOO'fBALL, page 9

Field hockey team
crushes Catamounts

Sandy Vander-Heyden (white) battles for the ball. The women's field hockey team is now 6-0 and
ranked sixth in the country .(Frank Consentino file photo)

By Steve Langevin
The UNH women's · field
hockey team took no prisoners
Wednesday in Burlington,
Vermont, as they demolished
the University of Vermont
Catamounts, 4--0.
The sixth-ranked Wildcats
got on the board 25:45 into the
contest, when senior co-captain
Barb Marois scored off of a
penalty corner play. The lead
grew to 2 by the half, courtesy
of Peggy Hilinski's fourth goal
of the year, with a minute
remaining in the half.
UNH continued to control
play in the second half, as its
stellar defense turned away
almost every Vermont
offensive charge and its offense
kept relentless pressure on
Catamount netminder Vicki
Lauzon.
This constant pressur~
resulted in a couple of goals'
early in the second half that put
the game totally out of the
reach of the overmatched

Vermont squad.
Mary Rogers made it 3-0 at
3:30 when she picked up a loose
ball and fired it past a startled
Lauzon. Marois then regained
the team goal-scoring lead
from Hilinski four minutes
later, with her fifth goal of the
season to close out the scoring.
UNH freshmen netminders
Michelle Flannel! and Jane
Flanagan combined for four
saves, preserving the Wildcats'
fifth consecutive shutout win.
Lauzon turned away 26 of the
30 shots fired at her in a very
strong showing.
The Wildcats, now 6--0, face
their sternest test of the season
whentheytaketotheroadfora
pair of games this weekend. _
Saturday they face the
Penn. St. team that knocked
the_ Wildcats out of the playoffs last year and is currently
ranked seventh, right behind
UNH. Given very little rest,
they will swing right back into
.~£_tion, facing Bucknell.

